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EKU leads
in hiring
of females

By Beth Wilson
Managing editor
Although the total increase in female
faculty members in Kentucky colleges and
universities since 1975 was less than onethird of 1 percent. Eastern leads the state's
four-year institutions with the highest
percentage of women teachers.
According to a study released this week
by the Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights. Eastern's female faculty increased
from 31.2 percent in 1975 to 34.6 percent in
1981.
Statewide, the report showed that the addition of 21 women to the system between
1979 and 1981 raised the level of female
faculty from 26.7 percent to 27 percent.
Women accounted for 25.7 percent of Kentucky faculty in 1975 for both two-year and
four-year schools.
"Just looking at these statistics does not
provide for a conclusive determination that
there has been discrimination based on sex."
said Galen Martin, executive director of the
commission.
"We do these reports because people in
society believe that life is constantly getting
better for blacks and women; but it's not,"
said Martin.
The University of Kentucky Community
College System had the greatest increase
among the state's institutions with the addition of 44 women faculty between 1979 and
1981, according to the study.
Women made up 55 percent of the total
faculty in Kentucky community colleges in
1981, an increase of 7.1 percent since 1975.
Martin said one reason for the larger
percentages in the community college
system is that less faculty are hired with
doctorate degrees. He said most are
employed at the master's degree level.
"That is not the only reason." said Martin. "The community colleges and Eastern,
to a lesser extent, have tried harder. They
demonstrate that the others could do better.
The others give excuses cr justifications for
the lack of females."
The study revealed that Morehead State
University had the largest decrease in
women faculty with a loss of 2.9 percent
from 1979 to 1981. Females make up 28.9
percent of the faculty at Morehead.
The number of female faculty members
also decreased at Murray State University,
the University of Louisville, Kentucky State
University and Northern Kentucky University, according to the study.
(See EKU. Back Page)
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Attendance bill
faces scrutiny

Photo by Sharee Wortman

Dressed to kll
Sunday's snowstorm left about three inches of the white stuff covering the ground in Richmond. Although
the snow melted quickly, a few reminders of the weekend linger in a yard on Barnes Mill Road

By Tim Thornsberry
News editor
The proposed Attendance Bill,
which would allow upper division
students to have the option of attending class, was sent back to committee for further study by the Student
Senate Tuesday.
After some debate, mostly concerning the wording of the bill, Sen.
Annette Otumann motioned that it
be sent back to committee for
revision.
Prior to her motion. Sen. George
Starks asked that the bill be tabled
because it was a "passive bill" and
should be "re-done." Stark's motion
was defeated.
Sen. Bob Cole questioned whether
the wording of the bill would lead
the chairs of some departments to
continue to enforce a departmental
attendance policy.
Currently, the official university
attendance policy states that
"regular class attendance is required of all students. Each instructor is responsible for recording
absences and for dealing with them
in a manner consistent with departmental policy for that course."
According to Dr. John Rowlett,
vice president for academic affairs,
the present policy was adopted by
the Faculty Senate in 1971.
However, some university
publications, such as the 1980
Faculty/Staff Handbook incorrectly include the attendance policy
which was in effect prior to 1971.
The older attendance policy
stated that "any student with more
than 20 percent absences in a course
shall be assigned an "F" grade."
Although this is no longer official
university policy, some academic
departments have adopted it as
departmental policy.
Cole questioned the last
paragraph of the proposed bill
which states:
--"Be it therefore enacted that
Eastern Kentucky University
students enrolled in upper division
courses be rendered the option of attendance (unless otherwise stated
prior to the beginning of the
course*! and that only students
enrolled in 100 and 200 level courses
courses adhere to the current
departmental attendance policy of

allowing 20 percent absences."

Lack of patrons forces Powell Grill to cut hours
*

By Tun Thornsberry
News editor
Due to the lack of patrons in the
Powell Grill on the weekends, the
business hours for the grill on Saturday and Sunday have been reduced,
according to Larry Martin, director
of food services.
On Saturday and Sunday, the grill
will not open for service until 3 p.m.
But. the Powell Cafeteria will be
opened for breakfast at 8 a.m. and
lunch will be served at 11 a.m.
Whan Clay Hall Cafeteria closed
at the beginning of the semester.

.

two employees were layed off indefinitely and the remaining 11
employees were moved to the Powell
Cafeteria "in order to save labor
costs," Martin said.
Martin said that the decrease in'
enrollment at the university is to
blame for closing of Clay Cafeteria
and the reduction of the grill's
hours.
Martin said the cafeteria at Clay
Hall was closed because only approximately 230 people signed up
for the board plan there. The board
plan offers students three options

for meals on campus.
"We must get about 400 people in
there before we consider it
economically feasible, "Martin said.
"Our weekend business at the
grill has dropped down to almost
nothing." Martin said. "It's mainly a matter of economics that we do
not open the grill in the morning on
weekends.
"Last Sunday, when only had seven
people show up for breakfast," he
said. "We didn't have enough
business to even pay our labor in the
grill."

'-■ ■ ■• L.
variety,"
he -«;A
said.
For lunch. Martin said the menu
won't be fixed as it is in the grill.
"Right now. we aren't geared to
offer a fixed menu," he said. "But,
we do offer some grill foods, such as
our ham and cheese special.
"I do think that we are offering
better service to our customers and.
at the same time, we have everyone
still working"

...............
a

Martin said the labor force for the
grill has been cut from 11 people to
only five for the weekend hours
because of the lack of business.
"I told my staff, they were either
going to have to take a cut in hours
or I was going to have to lay some
people oft" Martin said. "They
chose shorter hours."
Martin said the move from the
grill to the cafeteria for breakfast
"won't make any difference in the
quality or price of the food served.
"We can serve a different type of
breakfast because we have more of

cent absences."

The note at the bottom of the bill
gives the option of attendance back
to the department:
--•to be decided by departmental
chairman on the basis of individual
course requirements (i.e. labs, group
oriented courses).
Sen. Michael Blaser. the author of
the bill, said, "I honestly believe
that the chairmen would use good
judgment in their decision."
Sen. Martin French rose in favor
(See ATTENDANCE. Back Page)

Enrollment
decreases
for spring
Preliminary enrollment figures for
the 1983 spring semester indicate a
slight decrease from last spring, according to Dr. Doug Whitlock. executive assistant to university
President Dr. J.C. Powell.
Whitlock said there are currently
11.165 students registered for
classes on campus. Last spring,
there were 11,489 students
registered for campus classes.
"The difference of 324 is virtually the same as the difference in the
fall enrollments." said Whitlock.
Total enrollment for the 1982 fall
semester was 13,041. a decrease of
353 students from the 1981 fall
term.
Whitlock said the decrease in
1981 fell right between the university's predictions of a decline of 300
to 400 students.
He said the university's enrollment predictions are based on high
school graduate figures from the
Kentucky
Department
of
Education.
The final enrollment figures for
this semester will include extended
campus course registration. As of
Feb. 2, the total university enrollment, including classes on campus
and some extended courses, was
11.723.
The total enrollment for the 1982
spring semester was 12.317.
'' I expect we will end up with the
same head count decrease when the
extended campus courses are added." said Whit.lorlr
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Student senators to lobby in Washington
By Tim Thornsberry
News editor

Four delegates from the university's Student Senate will go to
Washington this weekend to lobby
for federal support concerning student financial assistance.
Carl Kroner, president of the
Senate, and Vice President Neil Dimond will be making the trip, along
with Senators Annette Ohlman and
Martin Schickel.
This will be the second lobby effort for Kremer and Dimond. The
two represented the university's
Student Association at the national
lobby day for higher education last
year.
"The conference this year will actually be a fnllowup of the tremendous lobby efforts students across
the country had last year," Kremer
said.
The basic issue that the lobbyists
will focus on will be "the general importance "of financial assistance to
needy students. Kremer said.
Kremer added that the session
this year will "not be as urgent" as
the one last year and that it will be
geared at "reaffirming the fact that

Carl Kremer
students are aware.
"We really don't have the facts
and figures like we did last year,"
Kremer said "No one is really sure
what the financial assistance budget
will be yet.
"The areas that we feel really need
to be protected are the Guaranteed
Student Loans (GSL) and the Pell
Grant."

Kremer said he feels that "student involvement" is very important at Eastern," because approximately 70 percent of the student
body receives some type of financial
aid.
"That's the financial aid department's figure." Kremer said.
"That's a conservative figure; I
think it is probably more like 80

percent.
Dimond said he has confirmed
meetings with five of the congressmen from Kentucky and that
the group will talk to the educational aides of the remaining four
congressmen.
The four-day trip will also include
sessions set up by the American
Student Association for Saturday
and Sunday which will feature
George McGovern. D-S.D.. Sen.
Howard Baker. R Term . Howard
Sarbanes DMd.. and Terrell Bell,
the secretary of education. Kremer
said.
Other issues that will be discussed, according to Kremer. include the
Solomon Amendment. The ammendment requires men applying
for financial aid to show proof that
they have registered for the draft.
"I'm not opposed to enforcing the
law."Kremer said. "I'm just opposed to the way they are doing it.
"I don't think financial aid is the
area where we need to enforce that
kind of rule."
Veterans benefits (whether funds
from the G.L Bill should be counted
(See STUDENTS. Back Page)

Signing away

Photo by Todd Btevins

Ervin Stepp. a guard for the Colonels, found hrnself in demand Saturday
as he signed autographs after the West Virginia Wesleyan game
t
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Perspective
BEIT* GO PW IT IN A PtBUC /\REr\
^ OR TWEy MIGHT HOT RMD IT !!

How serious is
a bomb threat?
By 5:27 p.m., Monday. Jan.
24, everyone in the Wallace
Building could have been blown
off the face of the earth.
It's highly unlikely of course,
but who's to say whether a
bomb threat call is to be treated
with supreme caution and
seriousness or assumed to be a
prank.
Apparently, the Division of
Public Safety can say.
An unidentified male called
the public safety office at 5:12
p.m. and said a bomb would explode in the Wallace Building in
15 minutes.
Any intelligent individual
would be inclined to assume that
anytime there is a bomb threat,
the identified building will be
immediately evacuated.
Not in this instance, however.
Why? The investigating officers
found no evidence of a bomb, so
why evacuate?
"Once we have conducted a
thorough search and find
nothing, we don't evacuate,"
said Tom Lindquist, director of
public safety, as quoted in a Progress story last week.
How much time constitutes a
"thorough search" of a building
with five floors? Less than 15
minutes? Surely not
"They looked for things out of
place in the building,'' Lindquist
said "They didn't find anything
unusual, so we didn't disturb
anyone in the building."
Heaven forbid that anyone in
a building that is the subject of
a bomb threat be disturbed.
After all, we're only dealing with
human lives here.
Certainly we would all much
rather be blown to bits than to
be bothered with an unexpected
interruption of whatever we are
doing.
Granted most cads of that
nature turn out to be pranks,
but it would be blatantly ignorant to pass them off with a
chuckle.
Bombs tend to be rather
dangerous devices. Even the
slightest possibility of a bomb
ticking away in a building filled
with people should be treated
with utmost seriousness.
No one can dispute the fact

tf>

that there are people in this
world capable of carrying
through an atrocity such as this.
It seems that if this call was
taken aa seriously as the officers
say it was, the Wallace Building
would have been evacuated.
And indeed, the officers of the
Division of Public Safety
stipulate that they did take the
call seriously.
Lindquist said his office takes
all calls seriously. "We would
not have conducted the search if
we didn't," he said.
How utterly comforting. And
perhaps more comforting is the
fact that the officers continued
their investigation for about 30
minutes after the call. How
much would that have benefited
those in the Wallace Building
had the threat been real? Not a
whole lot.
Maybe we shouldn't criticize;
after all. the division officers
were only following "normal
procedure" by conducting a
"general search."
Walker said the university's
guidelines for emergency operations procedures inckides a section on bomb threats, "but a lot
of factors go into the decisions.
It depends on a given
situation."
«*
The factors of this particular
"given situation" obviously did
not convince the investigating
officers that the building should
be evacuated. They felt they
could handle the situation sufficiently by deftly and quietly
conducting a subtle, 15-minute
search, careful with every step
to avoid disturbing anyone.
Regardless of how long the
powers that be consider an ample investigation to take, it appears that the foremost "normal
procedure" following any bomb
threat should be immediate
evacuation.
Forget the factors and given
situations - just clear the
human lives from the area, then
conduct the search.
We aren't questioning the
division's ability to conduct an
adequate investigation, rather
its ability to do it in 15 minutes
- in a building filled with people.

*#«.

In Other Words
Thanks for voting
I would lice to thank the students
who took the time to vote in the Student Senate Spring Vacancy Election. You aa students cannot have
accurate representation without
voter participation. The nearly double voter turnout is a trend I hope
you will continue in next fall's
Senate election.
I would lite to personally thank
those students who spent the time
to campaign for me: Mark McFerron for drawing the flyers. Trent
Gash for making the buttons, and
Lori Leveronne, Kenny Graham,
Kay Thorpe. Katie Korawitz. Mary
Patton and Glenn Martin for stan-

Writ«r*s Block

Love takes root
They had known each other for
two weeks or so before Cupid slung
his stamp of approval their way,
bringing than together before she
even verbally agreed to go out with
him. His persistence dissolved her
clouds of doubt - at least for a while
<t- and so they began a prelude to a
romantic relationship.
He hasn't forgotten the beginning: August 1.1980. just after they
had spent an entire summer school
night on the steps of Clay Hall.
There they unearthed the painful
ghosts of the past, shared them,
wept, and welded their emotion into
one.
The calendar of the heart said it
waa Valentine's Day.
The next several weeks sped to an
amazing blur, so he lay awake many
of those nights attempting to process every image, every nuance of
hidden meaning. Rolling in insecurity, he wondered if she cared.
Early, she tried to say she didn't,
but her actions seemed to contradict
her every syllable. If he was supposed to forget her, he would do so
only after a valiant effort. He still
called, she still talked freely, and
they both began to care, to appreciate the values mirrored in one
another.
Three weeks into the relationship,
he finally found the courage to kiss
her. knowing full well that she
might abandon the whole effort at
this point and run.
She had been stung by those close
to her many times before: she needed a chance to heal more than she
needed another chance. Cupid's arrows had burrowed deeply in past
relationships - romantic and otherwise - and she was not yet strong
enough to withstand additional
scarring.
He wrote letters to her quite often
during the formative stage of the
relationship sprinkling them with
equal parts of humor and
seriousness, striving always to
highlight the sincerity of his intentions. Would she recognize that?
Would she care?
More than anything, he wished to
penetrate her protective shield.
Even in normal conversation, he
constantly searched for ways to

loosen the bricks which had stacked
themselves to form a kind of
psychological wall behind her soft,
brown eyes.
The elastic bond of young
romance stiffened each day. They
ate supper together in the Powell
Cafeteria ar the grill. They studied
together. They did nearly
everything together.
Comfort soon descended upon the
relationship with all the gentleness
of a December snowflske. but it
somehow shook her wall at its foundation, leaving cracks where she had
responded to affection. Gradually,
she trusted him as her defenses
toppled, but not before fear had
gripped both of them.
Since they were from the same
central Kentucky town, they saw
much of each other in the months
ahead. They met each other's
family. Stayed overnight. Hoped to
be accepted
For nine consecutive months,
they saw each other every single
day, and though he wondered
whether the emotional investment
had stretched too far. he never actually wanted to turn back. Love or some element close to it - nipped
at his spirit, pulling him from his
own reluctance and hesitance.
On his 21st birthday, she took
him to Max and Erma's Resturant
in Lexington. Before they were
seated, he found sevwal friends
from high school whom she had
secretly invited for a surprise.
She wished him happy birthday
with a hug He. in turn, wished that
his gratitude, which swept crazily in
all directions, could assume tangible
form. It was simple moments and
nights like these he knew he would
keep - even if he somehow lost her.

time to face them. Moreover, she
knew it was time to tell him she had
found another dreamer who had
caught her emotionally disarmed.
"I love you," she told him. "But
I love you like...well, like a brother.
I don't want to date you anymore."
Twelve months. Twelve arrows.
complete with thorns.
The calendar of the heart said it
was over, she was going to date his
roommate, for real affection pays no
heed to the ties of friendship.
Despite what some thought - and
what some bolder ones even said the roommate hadn't stolen her at
all. The two had merely found each
other when neither was genuinely
looking.
Love, you see, is never taken as
much as it simply takes root. Now
that time has washed away the bitterness, he sees that.
Plus, he has learned that one of
the most challenging aspects of love
revolves around letting go when the
feeling flickers, then dies.
And learning slowly, painfully, to
love again another day.

1 would lite to express my sincere
appreciation and thanks to all
students in the College of Social and
Behavioral Sciences and undeclared
students who took timeout to vote
for me.
I would Eke to extend special
thanks to those who helped me campaign, especially Glenn Martin
(thanks brother!) and LaFondra
Tinsley.
JEROME MARTIN
I would like to thank everyone
who supported me in Tuesday's
election. Also I would Ike to extend
congratulations to the candidates
who were elected and condolences
to those who weren't. I look forward
to serving you in the Senate, and I
welcome any suggestions anyone
might have.
MIKE LAMB
Senator. College of Business

football team competed in.
Who knows, with a little luck, the
soccer team could out on top - aa national socoar champs. But right now
this is not possible because you have
to be a NCAA team to compete in
such a tournament, and at the present time, the Eastern soccer team
does not mast this qualification
But we are patient people, and
maybe the SA. with the help of the
Progrtu, has got the ball rolling
toward such a classification. Only
time will tell.
There is one more person I would
like to recognize at this time. That
person, for nothing except the
satisfaction of victory, is out on the
practice field two hours a day. every
day in the fall with his players.
As a player, I cannot fully express
my gratitude for a man who has
meant so much to the success and
very existence of the soccer team.
That man is Dr. Dan Robinette.
without whom none of this would
have been possible. Thanks is not
enough but I hope it wil convey the
feelings of the entire soccer team.
DAVID H. SCHULTE
President
Soccer Club

Better late than never Straightening the record
Appearing in your Feb. 3 publication of the Progress waa an article
entitled "Soccer Oversite." For
those of you who didn't get to read
the article, it was about the
accomplishments of the university
soccer team (club).
On behalf of the soccer team, I
would like to thank Miss Pulliam for
writing something that everyone on
campus should know and take pride
in.
I would also like to thank Martin
Schickel and the Student Association for the recognition and their efforts to get some publicity for the
soccer team. There are few teams or
clubs on this campus that can say
they have been state champions for
the past three years.
With university support, the soccer team could compete on even
higher levels and go on to a NCAA
tournament not unlike the one the

We would like to inform anyone
interested in Delta Upsilon fraternity of some mis-statements in last
week's Eastern Progress. There
were several things quoted by
James Warren that were not true.
Delta Upsilon waa founded in
1834 aa an "anti-secrecy'' fraternity.
In 1881. Delta Upsilon adopted the
present "non-secret" principle.
Delta Upsilon remains of the only
"non-secret" fraternities to this day.
Since 1881. D.U.'a have had no
secret handshakes or mottoe and
both meetaigs and ceremonies have
been open to anyone. The same is
ture here at Eastern, and it has been
since our chapter's origination in
1970.
Although membership has been a
problem for the D.U. chapter here,
new people were in and running the
fraternity. A strong attempt was being made to conquer a problem
plaguing several Greek organizations on Eastern's campus - low
membership.

Then, after several weeks of rush.
a field representative from our international headquarters forced the
reamining initiated members to go
on alumni status.
Also, several people that had been
awarded bids to join our fraternity
were told that the bids were being
revoked. We feel that these, along
with other events that occurred
were inexcusable and should never
have happened.
Even with the discrepanices between our fraternity's founding principles and our headquarter'!
actions, we would like to aay that,
as alumni and/or past members of
Delta Upsilon fraternity (whether
forced or voluntary), we hope the
"new" chapter succeeds and
prospers.
This letter waa signed by Brian
Hyadaaan. John Back, Rick Heil.
John Schraer. Tint Weraery. Bill
Mattingly and Chuck Neebit.

Thanks to panel, staff
I would like to use this space to
formally thank the participants is.
the forum on Progress coverage
sponsored by the Society of Cot
legiate Journalists last Thursday.
The comments and questions of
Dr. Dan Robinette, Student
Association president Carl Kremer,
and IFC member Joe Kloker pro-.
vided an interesting discussion of
the role of the Progress and its
coverage of campus activities.
»
Commendations also go to the
staff of the Progress for opening
itself up to criticism and review and
for promoting the free and open exchange of views in this Letters to"
the Editor column.
LIBBYFRAA8
Assistant Professor

Letters welcome
Letters to the Editor are welcome
on any subject. They should be?
typed and should include the.
writer's name, signature, addressand telephone number.
Z
Letters should be delivered to the'
Progress office in Wallace 348 by 4£
p.m. on the Monday before Thursday publication.
'
Minor spelling and punctuation
errors will be corrected; however *
grammatical and syntactical errors'
will appear as they were written, i

Writer responds to last week's letters?

ClrcuiaUe*

•••

Somehow it happened
It came with a numbing fury that
stole his understanding and left him
with little energy to chase it. It was
August 1,1981 - s year since it all
began.
He was working in Louisville for
the summer. She was taking classes
again at EKU. Her feelings had
begun to drift, and she knew it waa

ding outside the polls and campaigning for me on election day.
Finally I'd like to thank the
students who voted for me at the
polls. I'll do my best to make each
vote worth your time.
SCOTT MANDL
Applied Arts and Technology
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It appears that my editorial of
Jan. 27 concerning the Solomon
Amendment insulted some of our
readers who are members of the
armed forces. I regret this, because
it was unintentional.
Last Thursday, Marine Cap.
Charles Johnson stopped three
Israeli tanks from entering a'protected area in Beirut. He vowed
that, if necessary, he would give his
life in his effort to ensure the safe
ty of those inside. I admire and
respect this man, just as I respect
others like him who have dedicated
part of their lives to the security of
other human beings.
Part of my purpose in writing the
editorial waa to urge more consideration and better pay for people
like Johnson. Secondly, it was to
point out that in order to maintain
such a degree of dedication and
courage, the armed forces must re-

main completely voluntary.
There is something absurd about
the view that the best person for a
job is one who doesn't want to d»
it. Obedience can be achieved"
through fear and coercion; loyalty,
cannot.
I
In regard to my statement that
the law is discriminatory, what I
meant waa that it is discriminatory,
in that it denies federal funds to
lower income students who oppose
draft registration for political.
religious or moral reasons, while
those who can afford rollafii on their
own may continue to resist the law,
with'little reason to fear reprisal
We may not agree with the beliefs
of some that non-resistance is the
key to peace. But if we are to continue to cat ourselves s democratic'
people, then we had better respect
those beliefs
RANDY PATRICK

•

i
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People Poll

Learning to understand

What does Valentine's Day mean to you?
By Don Lowe

Photos by Sharee Wortman
Dale Heoaley, junior, coal mining
mdmini.tr.oon, Manchester
It doesn't mean that much to
me. But it does seem to mean a lot
to other people.
Terri Kartaher, sophomore, «c
counting. Springfield. Ohio
A time to be with that special
person.

'raja; Gabehart

Gwen Buffngton, graduate .tu
dent, communication dlaord-"- ,
Danville
It's just another day.
Bill Bryant, senior, wi'-M'fe
management, Stanford
A day that you show how you
feel about someone special.
Robert Thurman, freshman, accounting, Louisville
It's a time when you show someone you care about, how much
you care.
Sylvia Cosby, sophomore,
political science, Louisville
Lots of cards. It's a holiday for
women not men.
Diane Elder, freshman, special
education, Louisville
Being dose to your friends and
the people you love.
Lisa Ann Trainer, freshman, in
du.trial education, Cincinnati
Love. It's a day when you can
give somebody you love
something sexy and get away
with it.

gder_

j

Trainer

His father grew up in a middle
class neighborhood of a large town
in a disciplined Catholic family. He
did well in grade school but naturally participated in the mischief that
all young men engage in.
When he was old enough to attend
high school, he opted instead to
enroll in a seminary training school
where he had hopes, as did his
mother, that he would someday
become a priest.
For some reason, this never
materialized He left the seminary
and fell in love with a young school
teacher and not long after, they
were married.
Whether the man's drinking problems evidenced themselves early in
his married life or not, the difficulties scon began to mount. Facing the trials of each day became difficult without that first drink in the
morning and many more throughout the day.
It was at about this time that the
young boy began to notice that his
father was different from the fathers
of his friends. His father's drinking
began to affect him.
When the boy joined the scouting
programs there were many
father/son outings that he missed
because his father was "too busy or
too tired."
In reality, be knew his father was
a little too drunk to attend the

When his father died a few years
ago, the young high schooler wasn't
quite sure how to handle the
experience.
He had never really felt close to
his old man and the grief of others
around him made him feel uneasy.
He felt his father let him down
many times during the years he
grew up and he resented him for
l:s father wasn't a bad man; he
knew that all along. But the fact
that be had never heard those
distinctive words of endearment,
the "I love yous" from his father
caused him great pain.
It took many years for him to
realize .that the feelings he had for
his father emanated from his own
feelings of inadequacy at dealing
with his father's problem.
He never understood where his
father derived his preisrence for
alcohol. All he new was this problem
caused him much embarassment.
He never saw his friend's parents
with similar problems and this made
him feel uniquely inferior to his
peers. It always seemed that his
parents' bickering was a far cry
from the superficially serene images
that other families portrayed.
Yet somehow, he knew that he
was not the cause of this problem,
just a victim.

outings.
The young boy also began to
notice 'the effects his father's problems were having on the rest of his
family.
His sister, not even a year older
than he, was affected nearly the
same as the boy. She saw that her
father had problems and she tried to
make excuses in order not to lose
face in front of her friends.
It became a common practice for
the young boy and his sister to
bring their friends around only
when they knew their father would
not be there.
When the young boy showed
some ability in the local Little
League, he always resented the fact
that his father rarely watched him
play. Although he recieved words
of encouragement from his father,
the young boy always felt that his
father's words had been prompted
by his mother's talks with her
husband.
She always knew the right way to
make up for the affection and
understanding the boy missed from
his father.
When the boy made the All Star
team after his second season, his
' father did something that totally
devastated the young man.
One afternoon when the family
was out and his father was drunk,
a phone call came about a change in
the practice schedule. Not being

Editor's

Give me the simple expressions of love
ShansJa Pullfam
The roses an brown;
I the violets art too;
Tht chocolates are gone,
and my diet it too.
My cards have bent edges;
my satin heart is stained;
Your savings art busUd,
and what have I gained?
A reputation for having a
sweetheart with class,
and a resolution for next Feb. 14
i- / will pass!
On the bedside table sits a cardboard heart full of chocolates, threefourths of which have little holes on
top where inquiring fingers have
poked to determine what kind of goo
ia inside.
On the chair beside the desk lies
an oversized card whose embossed
edges would not quite fit into the
acrapbook.
On the dresser ia a bunch of
wilting roses with brown petals falling one-by-one to the floor, eventually leaving a dozen bare, droop-

ing stems sitting in an ugly vase.
Collecting dust nearby is a satin
heart.
Valentine's Day ia past, and this
is what we have. What we don't
have ia the money that waa put into
all this garbage. A box of candy,
depending on the size and brand,
costs between $2 and f 20.
Big shiny cards with gold embossed doves and other designs run
up to $3. A dozen roses cost between S35 and $75. Satin hearts run
somewhere from $5 to $20 (with
lace).
And this list does not include the
countless other Valentine particulars that are sold by the millions
each year Valentine underwear, pajamaa, stuffed animals, buttons...
And all for what? Today I love
you; please be mine? Don't get me
wrong; it is not the love I object to.
It ia the commercial trappings
that some people feel they must rely on. It is the millions of dollars
that are thrown away each year by

a lot of people trying to say - I care
about you.
Give me a simple note scribbled
on a torn piece of notebook paper,
a package of Hostess cupcakes or a
jog in the park - side by side, if you
will - any day.
It's not that I'm an antiromanticist, just a staunch realist,
and in these inflationary days, we
ought to take a short cut or two
whenever possible. ■
Examine that exquisite bouquet
of roses. Gorgeous, isn't it? But a
bouquet of roses that costs almost
as much getting your teeth
straightened, for pete's sake? To
me, that's not romance, but foolish
extravaganza.

cards to giggling females. I 'm sure
the amount of suavity and hysteria
comes
in varying degrees
throughout the population, but
generally speaking, what an embarrassment to "love."
Wouldn't it be wonderful if we
stopped trying to impress that
special someone (and those not so
fortunate bystanders who have no
"sweetheart" on Valentine's Day)?
What if we looked deep down in our
hearts and gave a little of what really counts - every day? Simple
togetherness doesn't cost a cent.
Perhaps Cupid has never aimed
his little shiny arrow at my
breastbone If he did and the wound
was sharp and clean. I might have
a less negative view of this holiday
called St. Valentine's Day.
But until he does. I much prefer
the simple expressions of love: a

Feb. 14: a whole day devoted to
sweety, pubescent males delivering
expensive roses, heart-shaped
candy, stuffed animals and shiny

touch of the hand, a smile across the
room, a scribbled note, a quick wink
- things that show concern, caring
and love every day of the year.
We don't need an extra cash investment or s special day to express
those special words, "I love you."
So let's throw the old withered
roses, the dried-up chocolates and
the tacky cards into the trash can,
and share some time with someone
- on Valentine's Day or any day for love.
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coherent enough to comprehend the
message, the boy's father incorrectly relayed the information to his
son.
When the boy showed up for the
game dressed in his uniform, with
his own little family rooting section,
he found the other players dressed
in their cutoffs and sweatshirts.
In his stupor, his father had failed
to make a distinction between practice and the game. For an 11-yearold, this humiliation in front of his
friends was traumatic.
Shortly before his death, the
father learned to deal with the problem that had totally consumed his
life.
It took many months of hard
work, the strength and love of a wife
who truly cared and his own will to
overcome the most severe problem
he had ever had to deal with.
The work was not easy and many
times the father fell back into the
rut that had threatened to destroy
his life. Finally he beat his
alcoholism.
It took many years for the boy to
come to terms with his father's problem with alcohol and even longer
for him to respect his father for
what he was.
Pain and humiliation in youth are
always hard to overcome.
By the time the young man
entered colege, he had become
familiar with the severity of
alcoholism and he realized for the
first time that he and his family
were not the only ones to battle this
problem.
He also realized that his father's
problem had forced the old man to
miss many of the things that ethers
overlook.
He was never able to see his
daughter grow up. get married and
deliver the cutest little baby girl he
would ever see.
He would never see his two
younger sons turn into productive
young men with sound minds and
good judgment.
But most of all, he would miss the
opportunity to see his oldest son
come to terms with the feelings he
has for his father and he would
never read this column that his son
wrote for him.
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Foreign students gef
campus counseling f

Program
to focus
on alcohol
awareness

By Toai Sheets
Guest writer
There are 134 international
students attending Eastern, some of
whom feel forgotten or ignored.
These students corns from 36
countries including Saudi Arabia,
Nigeria, Hong Kong and Iran.
"Domestic students don't realize
that anything outside of America
has developed." said Andrea Taylor,
a communication disorder major
from Trinidad.
She said many domestic students
don't reehce that although ideas,
arts and crafts, foods and customs
may differ, other countries do have
the same types of material goods.
Some domestic students also
think that people from other countries view them as "the ugly
Americans."
"Most foreigners are isolated in
an island with themselves - inside
Richmond, inside Eastern, surrounded by many unfriendly and a
few friendly people," said Rashad
Karrar. a graduate student in computer science from Egypt.
Gary Gray, admissions counselor
for the university's international
students, said the foreign student
has the mm criteria as an out-ofstate student.
Gray said foreign students are
rnOtO bV L/3VKJ \jWvtf
also required to have a financial
statement validated by their bank
Gary Foster, a graduate student in biological science and ecology, uses a microscope to study an organism. Foster,
which verifies that the student can
a teaching assistant from Washington Courthouse, Ohio, works in the Moore Building.
afford to come to Eastern.
In addition, foreign students are
required to have a minimum score
of 550 on the Test of English as a
Foreign Language. That score is
semester," according to Reynolds. over the past five years. She said equivalent to one required for
By Mary Braaham
She said the fall was an organisa- universities an interested in better- foreign student's admission to HarStaff writer
tional semester and the committee ing student health care and getting vard Lew School accorduur to Mar
Students may not always be
established its plans and goals to be students involved in the process.
satisfied with the health care they
implemented this semester.
receive at the university's infirmary,
Goals for next year's committee
and in the past, there was no one to
include a Spring Health Fair, which
"Once we can get more students
deal with these complaints.
involved and active, we will be able will feature professional! speaking
on student health care, and weeks
to achieve .these goals," said
Now, a recently formed commitfor various health topics with
Reynolds.
tee offers a solution to some of the
posters and literature distributed
problems of student health cars.
Nine members currently serve on
across campus.
The Student Health Advisory the committee, however all are not
"We have to find some way to
Committee KH AC) was established
active members. One representative
reach students on health car*,
to "offer advice as to bow to better each from Men's and Women's inReynolds.
the services that the infirmary of- terdorm and the Student Senate and
fers." according to Rsgina
She said SHAC wil conduct
two representatives each from the
Reynolds, president of SHAC
surveys this year to determine types
Caduceus Club, the Medical TechniFive seniors established SHAC in
cians Club and the Baccalaureate of services that students would like
to see offered at the infirmary.
the fall 1981. Reynolds said.
Student Nurses Association make
However when those seniors
up the committee. Reynolds said.
SHAC is now extending
graduated, she said the committee
membership, Reynolds said.
Although SHAC began at
was unable to accomplish its goals
Eastern only a year ago, Reynolds
because of the lack of continuity of
said committees of this type, have
members.
been established on other campuses
SHAC "started from scratch hurt

By Don Lowe
Staff writer
Hundreds of people lest their lives
and thousands more were injured on
Kentucky's highways last year as a
result of alcohol-related accidents.
In an effort to educate university
students about the problems and
dangers of alcohol, the Coucil on
Student Affairs established an
Alcohol Awareness Committee last
semester.
The committee, chaired by Nancy Holt, assistant to the director of
student activities, has planned an
Alcohol Awareness Week, Feb. 28
through March 3.
Highlighting the week will be
university graduate Mindy Shannon, co-anchor of WLEX-TV news
in Islington, who will moderate a
forum on college situations with
respect to alcohol use and abuse.
The forum panel will include
university President Or. J.C. Powell
and Or. Terry C. Cox, associate professor of police administration.
Tentatively scheduled for the
panel is Richmond Mayor Bill
Strong.
Holt said the committee also
hopes to ktclude on the panel a
police officer, a member of the
university's Division of Public Safety, a lawyer, a minister or other
religious leader and university
students.
Other events for the week include
displays by the Kentucky
Alcoholism Council and the university 's Counseling Center, and films
from Student Health Services which
will be shown daily in the Powell
Building.
Dorris Newman, a representative
of the Kentucky Alcoholism Council, will conduct a session on alcohol
prevention Monday, Feb. 28, at
11:30 a.m. in the Jaggers Room of
the Powell Building.
Monday at 3:46 p.m.. Scott
Taylor, director of student activities
at Western Kentucky University,
will conduct a "Greeks and Alcohol"
session.
The activities will end Thursday,
March 8, with a seminar conducted
by Pat Eckert of Southern Illinois
University. Eckert will discuss the
alcohol awareness program at SIU
with students, faculty and staff.
Holt said Alcohol Awareness
Week is one of many projects the
committee has planned
The group will also publish two
brochures which will be rnlraaod
nest fall. The topics wil be Responsible Drinking and Facts About
Alcohol. A resource center and
another Alcohol Awareness Week
are also being planned

Closer look

Committee considers health care

the Con way. assistant professoi in
the Department of I .earring Skills.
Some foreign students said they
have pnililans) when they arrive in
America, the most prevalent of
"Potentially,
of
course..
homesickness depends on the tune
of year, when the campus closes
down during spring break or.
Thanksgiving."
said
Nick
Kropacek, a coal mining sdministrar,
tion major from England.
Con way said she hopes to form*
host family program to alleviate
some of these problems.
"Host families would be families
in the community who adopt a student." she said.
M
Foreign students currently have
several campus groups helping
them adjust to American college
life.
George Campbell, international
student adviser, said he helps,
foreign students deal with person al
and financial iMohlsms
The Baptist Student Union spon> sors gatherings each month to teach
foreign students about the United
States.
Dr. Bruce Kokemot of Student
Health Services holds meetings
each month allowing foreign
students to give presentations,
about their countries.
Anyone interested fa learning"
about new cultures should contact
Mike Agbor.scting president of the
International Student Organization
at 5228.
Anyone interested in leersinfl
more about the host family program
should contact Conway at 2526.

madison
optical co.
Eftvtar SptcuitsH

"We want this to be staff- and
student-related and for it to be part
of an ongoing process," said Holt.
"The first step toward alcohol
education here at the university is
to evaluate student's needs and
wants. Surveys will be taken all
week to help us understand these
things," she added.
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Valentine's Day reminds us of our loved ones
By Mark Campbell

Feature* editor
„"Be my valentine" and "I love you" are sometimes
Cheap, superficial verbiage inscribed on 76 cent
Greeting cards, complete even with cuptoa and hearts
Other times those same expressions of endearment
can be said with the ad vised conviction that only true
sincerity can hold.
"The truth of such inscriptions lies in the honesty
of the sender and not the hand that penned them.
- While communication is essential in expressing
one's emotions, sometsn— it is batter to show
someone that you love them, rather than just tell
them or send a Valentine's Day card.
« Sometimes the problem is that people just overuse
the word love without any respect to its real meaning.
. Love is an abstract word and it can have many
uses, properly and improperly, so one must define
what the word stands for fa each case.
"What do they mean by love?" asked the Rev.
Eugene Strange, minister at the Methodist Student
Center. "It can mean anything from a sexual attraction to a deep affection for a very caring human
being."
Many times love can be used to represent one thing
and actually mean something totally different.
"What we say sometimes is so much different than
what we do." said the Rev. Rick Trexler. minister at
the Baptist Student Union. "I can show you that I
love you and that will come across so much better
than if I only say it."
"Being kind and thinking of ways to be encouraging about hinself or herself is a powerful way of saying I love you." said Father Paul PrabeU. priest at
the Catholic Newman Center. "Sometimes even saying why - here's why I respect you, here's why I want
you as a friend and here's also why I love you which
are.many times related because they all seem to How
together.
"It might mean that I like you as s friend, but someone might think that you really want a deep
relationship."
Another aspect to communicating one's emotions
is being confident enough to say what one feels.
"People are reluctant to come out aor> be open with
other people about their feelings, said Dr. Jen
Walker, a counselor at the university's Counseling
Center. "I think they fed vulnerable because they
say. "What is the other person going to think?

<Q
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"Are they going to fed embarassed? Are they going to to say that they dont feel the same way? Are
they going to look at me like I'm crazy?" continued
Walker.
There can be a certain amount of risk involved in
telling someone that you love them.
"You run a risk; you can be rejected or they may
care for you on a different level than you do them,"
said Strange.
"When someone says I love you they are being
vulnerable," said PrabeU.
"A lot of the time we feel unworthy of loving
someone else - that we're not good enough to do
that," said Trexler. "I think that a lot of the problem

is that we're afraid of being rejected."
Many times people are afraid of how the person
they care for will react to their honesty, but total
honesty may be the best policy.
People should be more honest," said Walker. "If
you want to develop a relationship with someone,
there comes a time when people should begin to be
more honest with one another. This is something that
develops over time and I think that it is better for
it to happen gradually so that trust can be developed.
"For the relationship to grow there must be some
honestv there," said Walker.
At times people try to show as little emotion as

possible, but where love gees, emotion goes.
"It's hard for us to express ourselves as people to
other people without being seen as being too emotional or too friendly." said Trexler.
If a couple like each other and they know that it
is really love instead of just some form of attraction,
many times it is better if they come right out and say
that they care for each other.
"I encourage them to say it straight and say it as
cleanly as possible," said Trexler.
Strange suggests that people be more aware of the
little indications that someone really cares for you
such as do they great you warmly, do they open the
door for you. do they appreciate the fact that you
initiate contact when you hold hands and do they
notice when you dress a special way just to please
them.
"You should be aware of what the behaviors of this
person are." said Strange. "You can start out with
the little thfags."
One might wonder whether or not Valentine's Day
is worth noting on the calender as anything special.
"I think that Valentine's Day gives us a vehicle to
express our feelings." said Trexler. "I think it's
always good when you can express your feelings of
love, of concern and of caring for one another. I see
Valentine's Day in that sense as being very healthy. "
"I just wish people would practice that loving, caring, feeling attitude more," said Walter. "People are
very busy and it can be a time when you are just
absolutely forced to think about people you care
about -- even if you don't have time to."
"It can serve as a time to focus fa on the caring
and expressions of feelings that take place between
members of he opposite sex." said Strange. "To many
married couples it can be a time of renewal of committments to a loving relationship and what that
means."
Valentine's Day does indeed make people more
aware of their emotions. Love is a topic on many
peoples minds.
"I get more invitations to go speak on the theme
of love, sweethearts and marriage and what it means
to be in love, during the Valentine's Day week than
any other time of the year," said Strange.
Valentine's Day is a time for love and caring, and
the time to send valentines is near, but remember that
the truth in a valentine lies only in the honesty of the
sender.

Engle, Grise talk about the lighter side of local history
By Mark Campbell

Features editor
i Dra. Robert Grise and Fred Engle
Have been putting history onto
paper once a week for the last 14
yews.
Engle, assistant professor of
economics, and Grise. professor of
administrative counseling and
educational studies, collaborate to
write a weekly column for the Richmond RtgiMter about local history.
'Engle and Grise both grew up in
Richmond and lataaaW the university, so it is only normal that they
would pick isp a few humorous or interesting stories during that time.
Much of the duo's information
itisllng with the univsrsity and
Richmond dates back to whan the
school was called the Southern
Presbyterian Central University
"Phis waa even before the school was
named Eastern Kentucky Normal
School or Eastern Kentucky State
Teachers College, not to mention
Eastern Kentucky State College or
the present Eastern Kentucky
University.
Engle and Grise tafced about
topics ranging from bank robberies
to field band monkeys to lake

building.
In the 1880s the old building that
is now BestrLovall Hardware Co. on
North Second Street was a hotel,
said Grise
"A guest looked out his window
one night and saw a light after hearing clanking noises and decided that
bank robbata ware getting into the
bank." said Grise. "He quickly
rounded up the other guests and
they ran over to the other building
and burst into the upstairs only to
find the newspaper publisher
operating his printing prase,"
The newspaper man did get even
with them for the intrusion because
"he printed a whole account of the
incident in the next issue of the
paper complete with the account of
how one fells dropped bis pistol in
the dark - they didn't have street
lights back then." said Grise. "The
fella said, 'Wait! I can't find my
gun.'"
Another
interesting
and
humorous story about the area
centers around the time that a
traveling sdenian with a taste for
humor played a trick on a local
farmer.
"A travelfag awJWsaaa> as a joke.

Observatory building
now used for storage
By Mar> Hranham
Staff writer

.^ou have proliubly seen it
"countless number* of times, but
£have you ever really looked at it?
-Have you ever wondered about
3ta existence or n> purpose?
Z The Smith Park Observatory
^stands in a circular area of 625
-square feet on Kit Carson Drive
3>eside the Gertrude Hood
rWomen's Athletic Field.
• At the time is was constructed
>in 1964. the observatory was con-sidered as an educational, as well
.'.as a cultural addition to the
University.
£ But now, after almost two
^decades of advances fa space
•technology, the observatory is
Diot being used for the purpose
; that it was built.
- Instead, it is used by the
Tivomen's physical education
■department as storage space for
^equipment, said Chad Middleton
^director of the Physical Plant.
' The physical education department derides how it will be used,
'and any maintenance work is
done by the physical plant, according to Middleton.
fit has been some time since it
! has been used as an observatory," said Middleton. He
Ladded that some of the obser1 vatory's functions had been
Amoved to other locations before
• the university's defective Arnim
' D. Hummel Planetarium waa

Beast
■

The lack of use has caused a
deterioration in the Smith Park
Observatory's structure, said
David Duszynski, an astronomer
at the Hummel Planetarium.
Duszynski said that the dome
of the building has developed
several holes since the observatory has not been in use and

because no one went into the
building for such a long period of
time, the deterioration wasn't
noticed until the dome waa in
poor condition.
Duszynski said the building
itself is small in value compared
to the old telescope that once
gave people a closer look at outer
space from that pofat.
"The building is nrrtKipg compared to the value of thetelescope." said Duszynski The
telescope was removed from the
building several years ago due to
its historical value and its loss of
serious scientific astronomical
value.
According to Dueszynski. the
telescope was built by the
Lohmam Brothers of Greenville,
Ohio, in 1906 and waa originally
delivered to the University of
Kentucky.
After UK used the telescope
for several decades it handed it
down to the university fa 1963.
The accusation of the telescope
was made possible primarily
through the efforts of Dr. Smith
Park, the head of the
aasxaaxawaaal department at that
time. Park served fa that capacity from 1930 until his retirement in 1967.
The telescope is currently being restored so that it can be
diaplayed at the Hummel
Planetarium when it opens.
"It will be one of the big
displays," said Duszynski.
When compared to what the
planetarium will be able to do
when it is completed, the difference might be even greater.
The observatory had just "one
big telescope." said Middleton.
"It doesn't do anything that the
planetarium will be doing when
it is in operation." —

sent a telegram to a Cincinnati
newspaper saying that a Madison
County fanner had trafaed monkeys
to do farmwork." said Grise. "Other
papers picked it up and the story
grew and finally The New York
Times wrote an editorial on the
topic."
The farmer was receiving
criticism from people who accused
him of trying to undermine the
efforts to establish organized labor
unions. It got so bad that the farmer
had to ask the papers to write a correction so that people would leave
him alone, said Grise.
There were six different governors
to come from Richmond and
although they all didn't serve in
Kentucky, one that did was Gov.
McCreary, whom McCreary County
- Kentucky's last county - was
named
An interesting fact concerning
Gov. McCreary is that he is buried
in the Richmond City Cemetery and
next to his grave is a smaller grave
with a small headstone; it is the
grave of his pet parrot, said Grise.
Only two buildings remain on
campus from the Central University days. One is Blanton House,
which is presently the home of
university President Dr. J.C. Powell
and the University Building.
The University Building was a
meeting place where students from
one class could come in contact with
those of another.
"One of the activities at Central
University was for one class to get
up early and go up to the roof of the
University Building and when the
other students would come out of

their dorms they would yell insults
down at them," said Grise. "The
boys down on the ground would run
up the stairs of the University
Building and the boys upstairs
would run downstairs. They would
all meet somewhere in between and
have a big free-for-all." said Grise
laughing.
Grise said that over the years the
student body has always looked
upon the university's food service as
being of lees than adequate quality.
"In one of the yearbooks, the student labeled by name what they
thought was the worst professor on
campus and recommended that he
be stoned to death by biscuits from
the dining room," said Grise.
In the 1880's, a Central University faculty member designed a sinependelum that was of considerable
world wide acclaim, said Engle. A
Professor Tobin designed the
device, which is used to test the
roundness of the earth, and he sent
it to the Paris Exposition, where it
was on display for some time.
The problem with the pendelum
began on the journey back to the
United States. The ship on which it
was being transported sank and was
thought to be lost, said Engle.
A ship passing by found the instrument floating in the bay in its
cargo box and picked it up. The instrument was then sent back to the
United States, said Engle.
When Central University folded,
the instrument wss given to the A
& M College in Lexington - known
today as the University of
Kentucky.
Several years later, the instru-
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Drs. Fred Engle (left) and Robert Grise
ment was returned to the university because UK no longer wanted it
and it is now in the Doris Museum,
which was closed due to a lack of
funds a couple of years ago.
Students that sit in the ravine on
warm days, leaning against tall
trees and watching squirrels play
would find themselves at loss if
nature had not provided the ravine
with a built in defect.

girl friends boating on the lake, but
the ravine has s fault in it and it
wouldn't hold water but for about
a week," said Grise. "In the mean
time people started walking walking
across the path the levy made so
they left it there."
The readers of the Richmond
Register have grown accustomed to
seeing Engle and Grise's column
each week.

"The Central University boys
decided to build a levy across the
ravine so that they could take their

"Sometimes we miss a week,"
said Grise. "People tell us that they
miss it."

Cadets get in shape with Physical Training
By Colleen Fulti
Staff writer
Up in the morning feeling
good,
I'm out running the I should,
I ain t no civilian lying in bed,
Laying around like they are
dead, I like to feel Uke I'm
alive,
I get up at a quarter to five/
These are the lyrics of one of the
ROTC songs, known as "Jodies."
This and other "Jodies" are chanted
by ROTC cadets as they jog around
Richmond every weekday between
6:30 and 7:30 am. for their Physical
Training daas.
There are approximately 11 to 16
female cadets, 70 to 75 male cadets
and five to 10 volunteers running
PT this semester, according to Maj.
Richard Murdoch, assistant professor of Miitary Science who personally runs PT every day.
PT is mandatory for those who
are juniors and seniors in the ROTC
program. Juniors run three times a
week on Monday. Wednesday and
Friday, while seniors are required to
run on Tuesday and Thursdays.
According to Murdoch, PT is a
daas and the cadets have to be
prepared for it. PT is 16 to 30
minutes of warm-ups consisting of
eight different drill exercises, and
usually a half hour of running.
Warm-ups start promptly at 6:30
a.m.
It is also during this time that the
cadets get a chance to obtain leadership experience by taking turns

leading warm-ups. calling cadence
and starting the songs.
The purpose of PT is to prepare
toe cadets for the PT test at the end
of the year. After a year of PT the
cadets should be physically fit for
advance camp, said Murdoch.
Although PT is required for most
of the participants and it is held at
an early hour, some of the cadets do
enjoy it.
"I love to run it," said Jacqueline
Truesdell who also happens to be
the first female ROTC brigade commander at the university.
Truesdell feels proud when she's
leading PT in the mornings. She
said that Pt requires a lot of team
work during the running, constant
encouragement and support.
Truesdell doesn't mind getting up
at 6:46 a.m. twice a week or going
to bed sometimes as early as 9:30
the night before. She's been running
with the PT classes for the last four
years - two years more than she had
to.
Getting up for PT at 6:30 in the
morning last semester wasn't s new
experience for Burke. He use to be
on the university's swim team and
had to be at practice by 7 a.m.
Burke said that it is "easier to run
than get into a cold pool every
morning."
Burke expressed similar feelings
to TruedeU'a on the comaraderie one
feels when running with a group.
According to Murdoch, being part
of the group gives a cadet a sense
of responsibility. He said that having someone to meet is an incentive
to get up.

Burke did say that he would
rather run in the afternoon, but by
running in the morning he can get
it out of the way.
Neville Watkins. a junior in the
ROTC program, but only a
sophomore academically, waited until he had to run PT before joining
the other cadets for their morning
exercises.
Watkins said that he has never
had any trouble keeping up with
their pace. At first, the pace was
slow and the distance was short usually around eight to 10 minutes
per mile and only one mile the first
week.
Presently, the PT classes are running approximately 3.5 miles per
day while working up to their 8 to
8.6 mile goal. The distance will be
longer for seniors cadets.
Even though getting up isn't a
problem for Watkins, he did say he
would like to see a certain floor set
aside in some of the dormitories like
some sororities, fraternities and
athletic teams because it would
make it easier to get up and ready
to go.
Getting out at 6:15 a.m. is
something Watkins knows he has to
do and he also knows he can't be
late. He accomplishes this by string
his alarm so late that he doesn't
have time to turn over and fall back
to sleep.
Watkins admits be often feels
tired by the middle of the day and
has dozed off in some classes.
However, he said, as did the other
cadets interviewed, that PT really
gets his started off right.

Omar Duncan, also a junior in the
program but only a sophomore
academically, still hasn't gotten used to waking up so early.
Duncan, lice Watkins. waited until he was required to run PT before
beginning the morning routine. He
said he has had some problems
keeping up. but he "always gives it
my best."
Duncan said that one really has to
stay alert when running in the early morning hours because the trees.
fire hydrants and the parking
meters outside of Tel ford Hall all
pose obstacles in the darkness.
The cadets interviewed would
rather run outdoors, risking bodily
injury from running into the many
obstacles, than up the stairs of
Alumni Coliseum. They also found
it very borfag just running in circles
in the coliseum.
Murdoch himself personally hates
to run at any time, but has a "professional obligation" to get up each
morning. He feels it is boring to run
no matter where you do it.
PT can be rough because of the
early hours, coldness, darkness,
pain, fire hydrants and pressure.
It can also be very beneficial. It
can mean a slim, fit body, s feeling
of accomplishment, a good night's
sleep and a release of tension. The
cadets all said that when they miss
PT they usually feel bad all day.
The Department of Military
Science encourages everyone attend
the PT sessions. The sessions begin
at Alumni Coliseum st 6:30 a.m.
Monday through Friday.
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Grimes enjoys
personnel job
By Belinda Ward
Organizations editor
As a child, Jan Grimes never
dreamed she would become a college
administrator. But somehow,
through a series of opinion changes,
she has found herself as the Director of Women's Residence Hall Programs at the university.
In high school, Grimes said she
liked journalism and seriously considered it as a career.
This attraction seemed to stem
from her opinion that journalists
were seekers of truth and honesty
in society, said Grimes.
"Eventually, I stopped thinking
about changing situations and
focused on one person," said Grimes
as she described her transition from
a journalistic to a teaching future.
Although she enjoyed working
with junior high students during her
semester of student teaching in
English, it was a position as a resident assistant that pulled her in yet
another career direction.
Grimes said she got so involved
in the RA position that she applied
for an assisant hall director's job.
Although she did not receive that
position, Grimes was offered a hall
director's position which she
accepted.
It was during this time that
Grimes found she could deal effectively with people and calm them
down in personal crisis situations.
This eventually led her to begin
her graduate work in counseling.
She received her master's degree
in community counseling in May
1982.
"I've always known I wanted to
work with people." she said.
She said this is mainly because
she wants' to make an impact on
lives.

PRSSA

For instance, rather than just
helping a student memorize facts,
she likes to help him in a way that
will benefit him in the future.
Grimes said.
This impact could be made by
helping him make a difficult career
decision or just work out a family
difference.
Grimes did her practicum for her
master's degree at a hospital. This
exposed her to a type of counseling
very much unlike that at the
University of Kentucky.
This practicum involved counseling grief-stricken families, terminally ill patients, rape victims and
potential suicides.
Grimes described this as exhausting, but interesting work.
Although Grimes said she enjoyed this experience, she still was
more oriented toward a student personnel occupation.
Unsure of the availability of student personnel positions, she said
she applied for some teaching jobs
after graduation.
Nevertheless, she did receive the
job she desired approximately two
months after graduation when she
became a university staff member in
July 1982.
Basically, her position is that of
a programmer and consultant to the
women's residence halls, she said.
"I work with hall directors. RAs
and Interdorm. I help them with the
programs they plan and help with
problems in planning these," she
said.
Also, she helps with publicity to
stop vandalism in the women's
dormitories.
Grimes is also involved in RA
staff training and development. She
coordinates RA placement' in
various dormitories.

German Club plans
Culture Weekend

The German Club is sponsoring a
Cultural Exchange Weekend Feb.
11 through Feb. 13 at May woods.
The French German, Italian.
Russian and Spanish dubs will be
involved in this weekend of cultural
events, said Lori Butler, social chairman for the activity.
Slides, speeches, displays and
films about each of the five cultures
are part of the planned activities.
One of the most enjoyable events
will be the daily meals, according to
Butler. Each club is going to
prepare a meal of its native cuisine,
she said.
For instance, the German meal
will consist of shish kebabs, potato
cakes, German bread and apple
strudel, she said.
According to Butler, although the
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idea for the Cultural Exchange
Weekend originated last fall, the
major planning did not begin until
this semester.
The main purpose of this weekend
is to learn more about the major
cultures by integrating: those
represented by groups at the university, she said.
Groups other than the foreign
language dubs, such as the International Students Association, have
been invited to attend, said Butler.
Although the Culture Exchange
Weekend is a German Chib activity, the five language groups will
share the cost, Butler ssid.
Approximately 30 people are expected. The cost of the weekend is
$10 per person to pay for the
transportation and meals.

Social Work Association ;

The Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRSSA) will
meet st 8:30 p.m. Tuesday. Feb. 16
in Conference Room D of the Powell
Building. AI interested persons are
invited to attend. New members are
always welcome.

Ambassadors Program
The Career Development and
Placement Center (CD4PI is looking
for upperclass students to become
volunteers for the Ambassadors
Program. Selected volunteers are
trained to promote university programs and CD&P services to
targeted employers during a visit to
their home areas in Kentucky this
spring. Interested students with the
ability to make oral presentations to
potential university employers are
should contact Art Harvey in
CD&P at Jones 319 before Friday.
Feb. 18.

Biological Honor Society

Grimes welcomes personnel job
She attempts to place student applicants in the halls they request
and give dorm directors the workers
they want, she continued.
Advising Interdorm is perhaps
the most enjoyable part of her job,
ssid Grimes.
She said this is mainly because Interdorm is located in the same office
she shares with Dan Bertsos, director . of men's residence hall
programs.
As a result. Grimes has a better
opportunity to get to know Interdorm members.
Nevertheless, this multi-faceted
personnel position occasionally
leaves Grimes confused.
" 1 feel like I'm still learning about
the job each day," she said.
Even though Grimes does spend
most of her time involved with her
job she does have another, perhaps
more relaxed, side.
Grimes said she likes to read, talk
with close friends and go to movies.
Music is also a very important
hobby. Not only does she like to
listen to music but she said she also
plays the piano.
In addition. Grimes occasionally
sings at weddings.

SCJ/SPJ needs writers
The Society of Collegiate Journalists ISCJ) is sponsoring the
writing and publication of a series
of articles on "Women in Madison
County's History" to appear in the
local media as s part of National
Women's History Week March 6-12.
Writers interested in participating
in the project should contact Libby
Fraas at 622-4682.

25* OFF

NACH0S

Humanities Forum
■The Value of Knowledge and the
Knowledge of Values" will be
presented at 7 p.m. Wednesday,
Feb. 16. in the Kennamsr Room of
the Powell Building. Ins speaker
will be Michael Lewis, assistant professor of social science.
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Group
tutors
students

French Club

Grimes also teaches a Sunday
School class in the college department of the First Baptist Church in
Richmond.
Politics is another important involvment for Grimes. For instance,
while still living in Lexington she
worked in Mayor Scotty Baesler's
campaign.
Although it may seem that her life
is full of activity, Grimes said she
would like to create even more
variety.
For instance, eventually integrating both journalism and
teaching into her job is an achievement Grimes ssid she would like to
accomplish.
"You never really know what
you'll end up doing," said Grimes.
Because individuals and the world
change everyday, it is difficult for
persons to visualize too far in advance, she said.
Everyday individuals learn new
skills or emphasize skills that they
had not stressed earlier. These
discoveries could lead individuals in
various directions, she said.
Grimes said she feels as if she is
constantly learning everyday.
"What I would have imagined
myself doing seven years ago. I am
not doing today. Whatever I do 10
years from now wul probably be different," said Grimes.

Musk Forum
Mike Mils will present "Hidden
and Satanic Measagas in Rock
Music" at7 p.m. Tuesday. March 8
in Posey Auditorium of the Stratton
Building. AI interested persons are
invited to attend.
1

All university organizations submitting announcements for publication in Campus Clips must turn, in
the typed copy by 1 p.m. on the
Monday prior to the desa-ed publication data. For more information contact the Organizations editor at
3106.

Phi Sigma, biological honor society wul meet at 7:30 p. m. on Wednesday, Feb. 16 in Moore 123. The topic
for the meeting's program will be
muscle differentiation. All interested persons are invited to attend. It is not necessary to have a
major in a biological field.
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The Student Social Work Chib
will meet at 6 p.m on Monday. Feb.
14, in Wallace 426. Rob Welch w01
discuss the organization of a Sto
dent Social Work Association
disaster response team.

The French Club will meet at 5:30
p.m Monday. Feb. 28 in Conference
Room A of the Powell Building. All
interested persons are invited to attend. It is not necessary to speak
French. Individuals who have paid
to attend the May woods weekend
should matt at 6:30 p.m. Friday.
Feb. 11 in front of the Daniel Boone
statue. For more information contact Lane Butler at 1276.

Psychology Club
Psi Chi and the Psychology Club
will host s wine and chess party at
7:30 p.m Thursday. Fab. 17 at
Teresa Patterson's house. The cost
is $2.50 per person. Interested persons should pay Kay n Cammack
146 before 4:30 p.m. on Monday.
Feb. 14.

Pizza Supper
Phi Kappa Tau fraternity will
sponsor a pizza supper from
4:30-7:30 p.m Thursdsy. Feb. 17 at.
the Baptist Student Union. The
price for this all you can eat meal is
$3.60. All proceeds wil go to the
Cardinal Hil Hospital. For more information contact Doug Peters at
623-6470.

Ice Hockey Club
The Ice Hockey Chib will have an
informational and organisational
meeting at 6 p.m. today in Weaver
306.

For the third consecutive year the
Data Processing Management
Association (DPMA, is offering-a
free tutoring service to computer information systems (CIS) and computer science (CSC) student*
«.
Tutoring by the DPMA members
is available at 7-9 pjn. Monday
through Thursday in Combs 226.
Additional tutoring hours are offered and s schedule is posted outside of Combs 209 if students cannot attend the regular hours.
Computer languages included fn
the program are COBOL. FOR
TRAN. PASCAL, PL/1 and
Assembler.
The tutors are available to provide help to students with programming problems; however, it is requested that studenU attempt their
own programming before asking for
assistance.
DPMA is presently in need Of
more tutors. To qualify, students
must be DPMA members with a C
average in the languages they will
tutor. One to four hours of credit
can be received for this service.

How to be a romantic
and kiss nextyears tuition
good-bye.
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Greeks
hold
contest

Frat emphasizes
Greek activities

The Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity and Chi Omega sorority are
currently co-sponsoring an Ugly
-Mug contest to raise money for the
.March of Dimes.
'* Thia contest is to determine who
■is Richmond's ugliest bartender.
- - The primary focus of this contest
is to get local bartenders to collect
votes from their patrons. Votes are
five cents each.
;*■At the conclusion of the event on
Thursday. Feb. 17. the bartender
Who has collected the most overall.
'Votes will be the winner.
' According to SAE President Rob
'"Robinson, teams of fraternity and
sorority members originally contacted each Richmond bar to see if
they were willing to participate in
. 4he event.
" These teams return to these bars
-..once a week to collect the money
, :that they have accumulated, he
. said.
nV A weekly winner is determined
-from these amounts. This winner
receives a free dinner at a local
restaurant.
A coronation ceremony will be
held on Thursday. Feb. 17, at The
Family Dog.
According to Robinson, part of
the cover charge received at the Dog
on the coronation night will be
donated to the March of Dimes.
The overall winner wil receive a
portable black and white television
•nd radio.
Also, the bar with the winning
.bartender wil be the host of the coronation ceremony next year, he
added.

ROTC Basic Camp
available to students
'

Students who are unable to take
the eight hours of freshman and
sophomore level military science
classes due to curriculum load or
scheduling problems can still
Bfor Advanced ROTC by atand successfully completing
rC Basic Camp at Fort Knox
(his summer.
o This six week course enables
students to earn eight hours of
academic credit and about $600 phis
ifavel expenses.
To qualify students must have
"two academic years of course work
.remaining after the completion of
this camp.
, , For more details interested perJsons should either visit Begley 522
"or contact Maj. Anderson or Capt.
Boner at 3911 or 3912.
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A girl's best friend
Weddrnj beat are not far in the future for those planning spring and summer ceremonies. Monday night a representative from LeRoy's Jewelers conducted a program for Tefford residents in their lobby on how to buy diamonds
and other precious gems for this and other special occasions.

By Randy Kokemot
Staff writer
Sigma Pi Fraternity, which began
at the university on April 22.1978.
is one of the newest Greek organize
tions on campus.
Fraternity President George
Johnides, from Xenia. Ohio, said
there are presently 20 members in
the organization.
The group's philanthrophies include s 92-mile dribble-s-thon to
Morehead State University.
The proceeds go to various
charities including Richmond's
Meals on Wheels and the Shriners
Hospital in Lexington, Johnides
said.
Also included is the Snowball
Softball tournament, held the first
weekend in March, which has raised as much as f 600 in previous
years for the March of Dimes, he
added.
Johnides said currently the fraternity's main emphasis is to become
more socialy involved with the
other Greeks and improve Sigma
Pi's athletic program.
"We've gotten into a lot of Greek

Intramural Update
These are the scores from last
week's intramural basketball
games:

Men's Independent
League A
Unknowns 70 Eleven Olympics 63
VcJare I 67
FA King 4th 46
Sigma Pi 108
Last Chance 26
Rebels 113
DATA 78
Alpha/Omega IV 46 Scoreless 38

League B
Icemen 77
BSU No 2 69
Main St. Outlaws 44
BOGS 41

Rejections 90
Woody s 46
Cherry Pickers 59Doctors of Dunk
57

League D
Hairy Buffalos 67
ROTC 35
ExRadical Conserves 77Heaocks 64
Flying Gamecocks 69 ROTC 41
Bruins 71
Hairy Buffalos 66
TNT 60
BSU No 1 44

Men's Housing
League E

Rebels 64
Vegamites 58
Brewers 78
Cast 36
Brownnosers 49
Archondac 31
White tigers 46Desohition angels 30
Hootchers 67
8th Fl. C/W 63
Rebels 68
Brewers 61
Brownnosers 46 Todd rookies 37
8th Fl. CAV 63
Cast 44
Afa Boy 61
Archondac 44
Desolation angels 49Hootchers 45
White tigers 76
Vegamites 61
Desolation angels 48Vegamitea 44
Brownnosers 38
Hootchers 36
At'a Boy 46
Todd rookies 39

Rebels 63
8th FL C/W 51
Cast 76
Archondac 43
Brewers 61
White tigers 42
At'a Boy 69
Hootchers 47
8th Fl. CAV 61
White tigers 67
Desolation angels 49Brownnosers39
Cast 36
Todd rookies 26
Vegamites 53
Brewers 59
Archondac 56
Rebels 61

League G
Phi Beta Sigma 64 Sigma Chi 21
SAE 42
Pikes 40
Sigma Chi 43
Sigma Pi 22
TKE 32
Pikes 31
Phi Beta Skrma 38
SAE 29

Women

Men's Late League
League L
I felta thi 66
Shockers 100
I felta thi 91
Shockers 128

39
56
67
47

League M
Higgin Boy 62
Jazz 64

LeagueJ

Brewers
Nobody
Nobody
Awesome 8

No Names 37
No Names 51

League X

Superspuda 52Murphy's rejects 34
Woodettes 36 Broadway Babes 28

Phi Delts 49
Phi Tau 30

As 26
NYKY's 32
Rowdies 49 Hookey's Hareem 35
As 32
Destiny 38

Phi Tau 86
KA 62
Sigma Nu 43

KA 45
Stgma Nu 23

League Y

Fraternity Actives
League F
Phi Beta Sigma 61
KA 41

Sterna Pi 32
TKE 30
Pikes 64
Sigma Pi 52
SAE 59
Phi Beta Sigma 52
Sigma Chi 69
TKE 36

DYSHOP

Fraternity Pledges

I

Lambda Chi 44
Phi Delts 55
Theta Chi 41

events this last year." Johnides
said. "These include the SAE County Fair, the Delta Zeta Frat Man's
Classic, the Beta Theta Pi football
tournament and the Lambda Chi
Alpha air guitar contest."
Johnides said the main fraternityoriented activity held by the group
is the Sigma Pi pig roast and softball tournament.
He said that this is an event
which gives the fraternity alumni a
chance to come back and play ball
with the current members.
It is also an invitation for all area
Sigma Pi chapters to attend.
The rush to expand the membership is very extensive n the fall, he
said.
It includes a picnic, cookout. sporting events and theme parties. The
purpose of all of these is to get the
prospective rushees acquainted with
the new members, Johnides said.
He added that the main advantages to members joining a fraternity are to gain a sense of belonging.
They also learn about leadership
skills and getting along in a group.
Johnides said that the membership costs are f 100 a semester or
S25 a month for active members, an
680 initiation fee and a S40 pledge
deposit.
This money goes to support
pledge dances and other group activities, he added.
Sigma Pi's colors are lavender and
white with gold as an auxiliary.
Its flower is the orchid which is
also the symbol of its spring formal
bail.
The first chapter of Sigma Pi was
chartered on Feb. 26, 1897 at
Vincennes University in Indiana.
Anyone wishing further information may cal Johnides at 624-2567.

ROTC Scholarships
Applications are now being accepted for Army ROTC scholarships, regardless of whether or not
students are currently enrolled in
ROTC programs. Deadline for two
year scholarships for junior and
senior years is March 1. Deadline for
three year scholarships for the
sophomore through senior years is
April 15. Contact Maj. Rick Murdoch at 3911 or 3921 for more
information
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Arts/Entertainment

Five students to
audition for SETC

Key'
phy
opens

By Caady Briede

situation and still come out of it
with some sense of self-worth," said
Robinette.
This will be the second trip to
SETC auditions for Wiseman and
he feels he is better prepared for the
affair this time around

Staff writer

By Todd Kieffman

Art* editor
It's a fine autumn day in a remote
section of Central Park. The last
dying leaves are flinging to the trees
and the sky is a pale blue, with only
wisps of milky clouds floating
lightly by.
The breezy, modern sound of
Haircut 100s "FantasticDay" fills
the air and two cyclists, decked out
in the latest riding gear, come pedaling around the corner and rest thetr
bicycles against the curb.
So begins the first of nine scenes
of Kevin Wade's Key Exchange,
which opened last night at the Pearl
Buchannan Theater.
Produced by the university's
theater department, the play is
under the direction of Dr. Dan
Robinette. professor of speech and
theater arts. Senior Karen McLean
serves as assistant director.
The drama is a marvelously
written contemorary tragi-comedy
revolving around the intimate conversations of three young cyclists.
The all around solid performances
of Jerri Zoochi. Mike Miler and Pepper Stebbins put the pulse of life
into Wade's poignant lexicon of
modern America.
As early as the first scene, the
characters begin to develop their
distinct personalities that clash and
then mend through the remainder of
the play.
It is during the second scene that
the audience gets the first real slice
of Key Exchange's bandy and explicit language.
A continuous stream of giggles
spouted from the crowd as the two
male characters, Philip and Michael,
mentally rummage through drawers
of womens lingerie, taking great
pleasure in descibing the kinds of
panties they like beat.
Scene three is a touching,
dramatic episode that nicely juxtaposes the off-color humor of the
previous sets. Zoochi and Miller do
an excellent job of hamHing a difficult dialogue in which the action
they are descibing takes place off
stage, behind the audience.
The fourth scene, from which the
play derives its name, is possibly
the most potent part of Key
Exchange.
The scene begins with Lisa and
Philip involved in an intense discussion concerning Lisa's proposal to
exchange apartment keys and take
their relationship a step beyond
casual.
Stebb ins seemed to truly be wearing Philip's shoes as he paced back
and forth, cocky but honest as he
declined Lisa's suggestion.

Miller, left, Stebbins and Zoochi in 'Key Exchange'

iTTIi
Zoochi's Liaa is brilliant reflection
of a young woman fidgeting with
rejection while trying to maintain
her composure.
Both actors do a commendable
job dealing with the scene's extreme
range of emotions, smoothly flowing
from flares of empassioned anger to
gentle and loving camaraderie.
The first act ends here, leaving
the audience deeply involved in the
character's plights
During the 10-minute intermission, as well as in between the
scenes, the play utilizes brief cuts
from European pop songs, ranging
from hits by Flock of Seagulls to
Duran Duran to Phil Collins
The song selection not only serves
to lend an authentic modern aura to
Key Exchange, but also nicely compliments the feeling of each scene.
Miller is responsible for the music.
Into the sixth scene, Zoochi and
Stebbins again learn up for a superb
portrayal of a couple in the throes
of emotional violence. They do an

admirable job of displaying the
intimacy required to make the
massage scene work effectively.
Miller provides some very timely
comic relief, stumbling in on the
couple's most serious row and proceeding into a comical, pumped-up
pantomime of a cyclist who becomes
one with his machine.
Scenes seven and eight find the
men on their own, both abandoned
by their respective mates. The two
exchange some revealing masculine
banter that delves very personally
into joys and deep sirs of suddenly
being turned loose in the world.
Key Exchange ends with a powerful scene that provides a nice final
touch to a fine production of an excellent play.
All three actors turn in very credible performances and their
characterization is never stiff or
sajajafsjeaj Zoochi and Stebbins
have an especially effective
chemistry in their domnant roles aa
the quarreling lovers.
The actors maintain a very
believable presence, whether they

Photo by David Owdsy

are in the spotlight or the
background, and their character
interpretations form a cohesive,
complimentary bond that the play
needs to be successful.
The only major criticism that
emerges is that the second act never
quite achieved the emotional intensity that had been buJt up in the
first.
Wade's drama is a perfect play for
a college audience. It addresses, in
a very real and sincere language, the
problems and triumphs of sex. love
and cc.nmitment in a modern relationship. The intimate atmosphere
of the Pearl Buchannan Theater
enhances the effect.
It is easy to find yourself in one
of Key Exchange'» scenes. And
when you imagine yourself reacting
in a similar fashion to a familiar
situation, it makes a play much
mom believeable and powerful.
because it touches your own world
and your own heart.
Key Exchange will be performed
nightly at 7:30 through Saturday,
Feb. 12. Tickets may be reserved by
calling 5851.

N. Y. dance company to perform
The Mary Anthony Dance
Theater, a company of nine dancers
from New York City, is scheduled to
perform at the university. Saturday.
Feb. 12
The company, entering its 26th
season, emphasizes modern dance
and jazz in its repertoire. The group
last appeared at the university in
1975.
Mary Anthony, founder and artistic director of the group, has appeared in several Broadway productions, inrhidmg Rip Van Winkle. Up

in Central Park, and Touch and Go.
Anthony's choreography has appeared in the repertoires of many
dance companies around the world,
including Ireland. Israel. Belgium
and Taiwan.
Rosse Parks and Daniel Maloney
serve as co-artistic directors for the
group. The other performers are
Amy Hanowitz. Linda Hayes, T.J
Myers. Ben Savage, Beverly Simpson. Jill Traflar and Leisa Vazquez.
The program will open and close
with original pieces by Maloney.

The presentation will also include
the pieces "Seascape.," "Quartet for
the End of Tims" and "In the
Beginning," based on the story of
Adam and Eve.
The concert, sponsored by the
university's Centerboard starts at
8 p.m. in the Brock Auditorium, in
the
Coates
Administration
Building. Admission is free and
open to the public.
For further information, call the
Weaver Dance Studio at 622-3604.

A nomination is an honor and an
opportunity.
Five actors from the university's
theater department have recently
been honored with an opportunity
to show their talents on stage as
part of the Southeastern Theater
Conference's (SETC) annual convention, to be held in Savanah. Ga.,
March 2-5.
The five students - Carol Comett,
Lynns Hendrickson. Trad Retnley.
Darry 1 Wiseman and Jerri Zoochi have bean nominated to audition for
SETC on the basis of their past performances fct university produced
plays.
SETC U a regional organization
comprised of 13 states that gives ao
tors the opportunity to audition for
roles in summer theaters and other
professional acting endeavors
throughout the country.
To be selected for an SETC audition, the actors must first be chosen
from a cast of hundreds in the Kentucky Theater Association (KTA)
auditions. Only 60 to 60 par
ticipants are selected from KTA to
compete in the regional

The university does not provide
membership in either KTA or
SETC. The students also have to
cover their own traveling expenses.
"It's very expensive to aiumu
these auditions," said Wiseman.
"But it's worth it if you get a job."
Although the nomination is the
standard procedure for gaining
recognition, some actors attend
SETC "uninvited."
Gene Elliot, a junior theater
major at EKU, is one actor who has
his own method for finding the
spotlight.
" Im just going to go down there and
knock on some doors, throw myself
at the directors' feet and try to get
in that way," said Elliot. "It can be
very disheartening sometimes, but
it's a great experience. It gives you
a tough shell."

"The mere fact that they got past
the KTA airhtiona is an certainly an
honor." said Dr. Dan Robinette. professor of speech and theater arts,
"but it does not automatically
entitle them for any sort of job.

Music dub note

"It does, however, give them the
opportunity to audition in front of
directors looking for prospective
employees." Robinette continued.
Those selected to audition at
SETC must prepare audition pieces,
usually a monologue from a play
that hasn't been overworked and
also a musical number.
"This has to be very ami ted in the
sense that each audition only runs
a couple of minutes, one minute for
the monologue and one minute for
the song excerpt," explained
Robinette. "Usually, the actors try
to select piece ■ that are congruent
to their personalities."

The Kentcuky Federation of
Music Clubs will hold its auditions
Saturday. Feb. 19. at the University of Kentucky's Fine Arts Center.
The auiStions have been broken
into two groups, students and
young artists.
The students will be showing their
musical and vocal t slants in all
types of competition, while the
young artists will be limited to four
categories; male voice, female voice,
piano and string instruments.
The participants, who have
already been selected, will be competing for the chance to advance to
the National Ferderation of Music
ClubslNFMCl finals, to be held in
Columbus, Ohio sometime in early
ApriL
The young artists will by competing for aS5000 top prize and the
students have a chance for a S260O
scholarship.
NFMC has been in operation for
48 years, holding auditions every
two years. To be eligible for the 1985
competition, interested persons
must apply before Decl. 1984.

Robinette, as wel as other
members of the theater faculty, are
helping the students choose and
polish thes- selections
The auditions are set up in the
conference room of a motel. There
are usually 400 to 500 actors competing for 16 roles. Fifty directors
make up the panel of judges.
During the "cattle call" each participant is given s number. When an
actor's number is called, he or she
gives s brief performance. If the.
directors are interested they post
the number on the call board and arrange for a more in-depth interview
"It takes a groat deal of mental
fortitude for actors, who are basically creative and sensitive people, to
confront tins impersonal interview

REMEMBER!
All Merchadise in the
University Bookstore
can be purchased with
Valadine Gards(Food-a-Matic)l

« 2.!

"Last year I was pretty lucky,
and I was offered four contracts,''
said Wiseman. "This year, I have a.
better sense of what the directors
are looking for and I feel that I can
give a better audition."
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Paul's exhibit opens in Giles Gallery
By Todd Kief f man
Art* editor
When Rick Paul left his office and
well-equiped studio that he maintained while he was an art instructor
at Eastern, he was primarily a
sculptor, working mostly with
metals.
He traveled to Purdue University,
where he became employed teaching
sculpture and design, but when he
arrived, he found that he had niether
the space nor the equipment to
feasibly pursue his work in
sculpture.
So he began making drawings of
the sculptures he could not create,
putting three-dimentional concepts
onto the flat surface of sketching
He liked what he saw, and along
with three other artists, began
pioneering in the realm of what he
calls "wall-based installations."
Paul returned to the campus this
past weekend to set up an exhibit of
some of his latest creations, which,
will be on display at the Giles
Gallery through March 4.
The five wall paintings that Paul
has on display are a unique collection of art, constructed with
multitudes of colorfully painted
"sticks" of paper mounted to an
"unlimited" background, such as
dry wall. Paul also adds streaks of
paint to the backdrop to create the
shadows of ilusion that underscore
all the pieces.
"Everything I do is done in the'
studio first." said Paul. "Then, at a
snowing, I reconstruct the work as
closely as I can to its original condition. It's not really important that
it cornea up exactly the same."
At first glance, Paul's artwork
seems to be haphazard, jumbled explosions of line and color. but upon
closer scrutinization, the forms
come together and divide, creating
a powerful illusion of depth and
apace.
In the midst of all the snaking,
branch-like strips of paper, Paul
intertwines likenesses of common
objects such as chairs, lengths of
board and bamboo rod This gives
the viewer something tangible to
grasp among all the abstract
meanderings.
The result is a sort of
metaphysical graffiti, a cross breed
of painting and sculpture, that is
only framed by the boundary of the
viewer's imagination.

lorn 01
And I am angry
And /*m at ugly at tin
My irratabiUty keeps me alive and
kicking
I know the meaning of life but it
doesn 't help me a bit..
from "Song From Under the
Floorboards"
by Howard DeVoto, 1979

immy Braet

'Penna' -- one of five in Paul's exhibit
"Actually, I consider myself more
of a sculpture, because my concerns
are different than those of a
painter." explained Paul. "I like the
transition I get when I place three
dimensional objects on a two dimentional surface.
The bizarre configurations of
weaving, ranbowed sticks of paper
that flow together into an almost
mesmerizing myriad of hues and
angles, pull in the eye and allow it
to wander in the deception of two
dimensions that appear as three.
That is the effect that Paul works
to create but be also takes steps to
insure that there are touches of
reality in bis collages.
His technique of matting his
pieces with metal staples has
brought several complaints from
veiwers of his work.
"Almost everybody wonders.
'How can he do that to his own
work?' but itdoesn't bother me." he

Ashland's Paul Blazer High School
band. "I also sang a lot in church,"
Simmerman said.
Griffin was offered a joint scholarship, in both band and voice, from
Kentucky State University, but he
decided upon Eastern instead. After
becoming active in many of the
university's music programs. Griffin received a scholarship for his
junior year.
Simmerman originally came to
EKU as a Spanish major on a
presidential scholarstup. But after
being accepted into the music program, she changed her major and is
currently working on her master's
degree.
Griffin has also been active in
music outside of the university. For

kinko's copies
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said. "I like the staples because they
bring you back to reality. They
break the illusion and make you
realize that this is only pieces of
paper stuck to a wall."
The most captivating painting of
the exhibit is Paul's most recent
work, titled Mitosis. It was completed only last week and this is its
first showing.
The piece is large, about IS feet
by 6 feet and has a wonderful sense
of polarity and balance Prom each
end, a dazzling array of sticks are
extended, resembling outstreched
party favors or Medusa's hairdo of
snakes.
The center of the work gives the
impression of looking out a dirty
picture window during an August
sunset; the faint outline of a landscape is barely visible through the
haze.
Mitosis also has a marvelous ambiguous quality that makes it dif

ficult to decide if the scene is exploding or coming together.
Strangely enough, this will probably be the last showing for these
works (except Mitosis). Paul
generally only installs a work three
times, then it is stored in his
basement.
"I guess this habit goes back to
when I was in graduate school at
Penn State." said Paul. "My first
show was sculpture made from dry
ice and after a week, they all just
disappeared."
"I don't mean for the wall pieces
to be permanent art; I work for a
temporal quality. It might be a
reflection of our throw-away society, but more than that. I don't feel
that art, at least my art, is a forever
thing. It's just to look at."
Rick Paul's exhibit is free and
open to the public. The hours for the
Giles Gallery are 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m..
Monday through Friday.

624-0237

que period to modern times. They
will perform duets before each will
have a turn as a solo artist.
Griffin said his favorite piece is
Schubert's "The Erlking" "It just
creates a spell over me. There is
nothing better."
Ironically. Simmerman named her
favorite piece as Leonard Berstein's
"I Hate Music."
"The energy is unbelievable at a
recital," said Griffin. "My nerves
get so bad before a performance."
"Just seeing the faculty out there
makes me feel confident." said Simmerman. "I really enjoyed my
recital last year."
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February 19th.

Sometimes, I get tired of counting
all my blessings, no matter what the
good book says.
Even the most powerful pair of
rose colored glasses could never
color the world any color but gray
today.
Outside my window, the whole
scene seems a rainy day that shows
no sign of breaking. Drty droplets
of water streak down the pane of
glass like tears stained with
mascara, filtering out all the rain' bows and dreams.
My thoughts run together, then
fade out of focus, creating a puzzle
of disorder and dissiOusionment
that borders on madness.
It would be nice to sleep away the
nightmare, but my mind is too
restless and it wanders, taking me
places I never wanted to go.
So I light a candle and place it in
the window and watch the shadows
from the flame dance and flicker on
the ceiling It is like watching an old
silent movie in an empty theater, only there are no subtitles.
This particular show is hell in
black and white. There are scores of
devils and beelzebubs prancing to
the rhythm of the fire. The
choreography is excellent, the dancing extraordinary and the plot just
gets hotter all the time.
I am amused, glad for the company, and just as I am getting comfortable on my bed, a devil breaks
from party and beckons me with a

crooked, flaming finger. 1 watch as
my shadow joins the burning host
and I want to follow it so I might
hear what is being said.
But I can only imagine the words
that were spoken from those
tongues of flame and the whispering
burns my ears.
All the devils burst out laughing
and prod my shadow toward the
gates of hel.
I cannot watch my shadow burn
so I jump up to the window sill and
give a mighty breathe, snuffing the
candle and erasing all the shadows
from my ceiling.
While the wick is still smouldering, I dip my fingers into the pool
of red wax and pull them out again.
I gently stroke the surface, feeling
the warmth and the softness of wax.
It feels very sensuous, like a silky
kiss on the Kps and I melt with the
passion of the thought.
But the kiss of wax turns cold and
brittle and is the color of blood,
frozen as it trickles down my finger.
All the warmth and passion is gone
so I crush my fingers tightly
together, and the coating cracks into tiny pieces and falls into a slot on
the heating unit.
I walk to the mirror and stare into my own eyes. They are supposed
to be blue and sparkly but they look
like lumps of clay. I want to cry but 4
tears won't swell in clay eyes.
Really, I just wish I could go
swimming in a cool mountain
stream. What a relief it would be to
submerge, naked and vulnerable in
the icy water and surrender to the,
sensation without thinking.
I am tired of thinking. All my
kisses have turned to wax and
shadows have become demons.
Even the vanity of my mirror is a
bad reflection.
I've got that sinking feeling and
I just want to submerge...

Berea high school
wins drama tourney
ten by Eddie Kennedy, an instrucThe Richmond region of the Kentucky High School Speech League . tor at the School
This is the second straight year
(KHSSL) held its annual drama
one of Kennedy's original works has
tournament last Friday. Feb. 4. at
taken first place, and it is the 7th
the Gifford Theater.
consecutive year that Berea has
KHSSL is a statewide organizawon the event.
tion dedicated to improving the
Lafayette High School from Lexspeech, debate and theater skills of
ington was also rated as superior.
teenagers
throughout
the
Both Schools will advance to the
Commonwealth.
state finals, to be held at the UniverThe competition was divided into
sity of Kentucky's Giugnul Theater.
two groups, the junior high division
March 10 and 11.
and the Senior Division.
Christie Tale of Berea and John
Berea Community High School
Moses of Lafayette shared honors
won the competition with its proas the tournaments top performers.
duction of The Marking, a play writ-

"If I find one person who appreciates it, I'm happy." said
Griffin.
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the past two summers, he has performed in The Stephen Fotter Story
staged in Bardstown. He played the
roles of Uncle Nebo and Joe Akins
and said he plans to return to the
play again this summer.
Both Simmerman and Griffin say
they would lite to teach naisic in the
future. Both have worked as student teachers under the supervision
of Kathy Tbsolini. instuctor at
Model Laboratory School.
"I would like to teach, but also
keep performing.'' said Simmerman.
"It wouldn't have to be on a big
time level: just something regional
would suit me."
Both students are looking forward to their upcoming recital. They
will include selections from the baro-

Feb. 23-26 Another Mule

Lever Lewi
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

Mufflers

The art of
falling apart
Te>«JeJ Klcffman

Griffin, Simmer man set to perform recital
By Lee Ann Webb
Staff writer
Student recitals have never been
known to pack the house, but that
makes no difference to the students
who perform.
"It's a self-satisfying, natural
high." gushed Larry Griffin, a
senior music eduaction major who
will hold a joint recital Friday with
Kim Simmerman.
Griffin began his music career at
Harrodsburg High School, where he
played baritone in the marching
band. He also sang in chorus at
church.
Simmerman. a graduate student
majoring in elementary eduaction,
also started polishing her musical
skills in high school.
She played alto saxophone in

§ The Cilery
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Colonels challenge Murray for OVC lead
By Thomas Barr

Sports editor
Going into last weekend, the Colonels sat firmly in ascond place of
the Ohio Valley Conference
standings.
By virtue of a win over Austin
Peay on Friday, although they lost
to non-conference foe West Virginia
Wesleyan. the Colonels go into the
stretch drive perched right behind
league leader Murray State.

Photo by Todd Blevms

' Kenny Wilson struggles for the shot.

Eastern Ky. 62
Auatin Peay 56
It wasn't pretty but a win is a
win. And there aren't too many
teams that would pass up a victory
no matter how artistic it is.
Even though the Colonels trailed
only once at 4-2, they could never
pull away from the pesky
Governors.
The final margin of seven points
really wasn't indicative of bow close
the game actually was.
In the second half, the score was
tied four limes before the homestanding Colonels were able to open
up some breathing room.
The closest Austin Peay could
come in the final nine minutes was
at 56-62, on Lenny Manning's third
consecutive layup with two minutes
left in the game.
Then, it was freshman John
DeCamillis, back after a three-game
layoff due to an ankle injury, who
scored five points in the last 1:81 to
close out the contest.
The crowd of 3.300 saw the teams
combine for s total of 42 turnovers
and 44 fouls in the error-plagued
contest.
A lot of the mistakes could be
attributed to the Colonels' tough
defense and the overaiudousness of
their offense.

Higgins' Netters start out season
by winning three out of four
By Lorraine Leveronne

Guest writer
When a coach opens a season, he
or she is often satisfied to just get
that first victory.
, However, when a coach is able to
get three wins out of four decisions,
the mentor should be.er, three
times as happy.
This was just the case for Tom
' Higgins and his men's tennis team
as the squad pulled off three victories last weekend.
The Netters started off the season
by destroying Carson-Newman last
Fridsy.
The home-standing Netters won
the match in convincing style, 9-0.
The winners for the Netters in
singles competition were: top-seeded
Todd Clements. Todd Wise. David
Ghanayem. Chuck Gibson. Mark
Holstein and Chris Smith.
The three doubles matches were
. won by the teams of Clements
Ghanayem. Wise-Gibson and Gary
Frohn Holstein.
• Coach Higgins said it was "an
excellent opening of the season.
Everyone played well."
In the second of the four-match

series, the Netters lost to Ohio Stste
University on Saturday morning,
6-3.
The victorious singles players
were toe top two seeds, Clements
and Wise.
Also adding a notch to the win
column was the number three
doubles team of Holstein-Frohn.
The team came right back from
its first setback of the young season
and defeated Bellarmine College on .
Saturday afternoon by Mssjhjjas the
Knights 90.
The visitors were never in the
match as they weren't able to win
a single set.
In fact, the top four seeds didn't
lose more than three games in the
two sets and there were five bagels
(6-0 sets).
Clements, Wise, Ghanayem, Gibson. Holstein and Smith were again
the winners in singles competition.
The same three doubles teams of
Clements-Ghanayem. Wise-Gibson
and Holstein-Frohn were again
triumphant for the Netters.
In the final match of the long
weekend, the Netters added a third
victory in their cap when they

downed East Tennessee State
University 6-3.
Clements upped his season mark
to 4-0 with a victory and teamed
with Ghanayem for the duo's third
victorious match of the year.
Other winners in singles play were
Ghanayem and Smith. And the
doubles ISSIIH of Wise-Gibson and
Holstein-Frohn.
The team is scheduled to play
three major matches this weekend
at the Greg Adams Courts against
the University of Kentucky, Indiana University and University of
Miami (Ohio).

"Our defense was bordering on
spectacular in the first half," said
Coach Max Good. "We ware too
anxious on offense to show everyone
how far we've come as a team."
Besides the mistakes, the game
didn't do a lot to improve anyone's
individual statistics.
The high scorer for the Colonels
was Bruce Mitchell, who had IS
points including two key threepointers after the Governors had
knotted the score at 40-40.
Reserve guard Jimmy Stepp was
the only other Colonel to hit double
figures and he had 10 points.
The Governors wets paced by
their leading scorer Manning, who
was held to 14 poinu by Mike Budzinaki and David "Thornton.
"We played hard and with a lot of
poise," said Good, whose team won
its fifth consecutive conference
game.
The win. which offset a 72*7 loss
to the Governors on Jan. 8, lifted
Eastern's record to 8-10 on the
season and 6-2 in the OVC.
The win kept the Colonels in second place in the league and almost
assures them s place in the OVC
tournament to be bald on March
11-12.
W. Virginia Wesleyan 70

Eastern Ky. 66
Good said before Saturday's
game that be may have made a
mistake in scheduling a team like

the Bobcats of Wast Virginia
Wesleyan, who en tared the game at
16-2 on the season.
And what a prophet the coach
turned out to be as his team lost a
70-66 decision.
The first and second halves war*
as different as night and day for the
Colonels.
In the opening half, the visitors
raced out toa 41-33 lead behind the
inside play of Chris Harrison. The
Bobcats got 18 points from the
6-foot* junior center.
The winners got nine of their 17
baskets from within 10 fast. Plus.
they turned the ball over only five
times in the first frame.
In the meantime, the Colonels
couldn't find a lineup to combat the
quickness of the Bobcats.
In the second half, though. Good
and his assistants decided to start
the unfamilar unit of Scott Daniels.
DeCamillis. Mitchell. Stepp and
Wilson.
"We had to match their
quickness." said Good. "We had to
play a whole new offense we had
never worked on."
The "quick" team swiftly cut the
halftime lead to 41-40.
The Colonels then saw the visitors
blow the lead out to 62-62 with four
minutes to play.
Again, the borne teem closed the
gap to 68-68 when Jimmy Chambers
hit a layup with 37 ticks left on the

clock.
Whan Bobcat DeWayne Johns
missed s cne-and-one opportunity
with 13 seconds left, the Colonels'
Wilson came out of a mad scramble
with the baL
Eastern had no time outa left so
DeCamillis tried to get the ball up
the court quickly. But the Colonels
lost possession and Andrew
Tunstill's two free throws put the
icing on the Bobcats' cake.
Although the Colonels lost for the
1 lth time ai 19 games. Good wasn't
displeased with the performance.
"We played very wel in the second half," said Good. "We never
did quit"
The Colonels were led in scoring
by Stepp's 15 points. Chambers
added 13 posits and 11 rebounds to
the home team. Billy Rissar came
off the bench to score 10 points, in
eluding eight in the first half to keep
the Colonels in the game.
Besides Harrison's 19 points, the
Bobcats got 16 points from Johns,
12 from Tunstill snd 11 from reserve
Bill Dreisbach.
The Colonels now head back into
OVC play on Saturday whs* they
visit arch rival Morehead State, who
lost s 17-point lead and the game
earlier this season to the Cotonela.
With Murray State's loas to
Akron, the Colonels are only one
game behind the Racers

team prepares to compete
in NCAA Sectional next weekend
By Thomas Barr

Sports editor
The rifle team comes off a good
performance at Tennessee Tech and
now prepares for the NCAA
Sectionals.
Since all the schools that participated at Tennessee Tech hadn't
completed their portions of the competition. Cspt. Michael McNamara
said he had no way to pinpoint
exactly how well his team did.
He said the problem with a lot of
invitational rifle meets is that it
could take four or five weekends for
all the teams to compete. This
means the schools that participated
during the first or second weekend
must wait a long time until the
results are known.
When the squad left, it was in second place in the air rifle, third place
in the smal bore and third place
overall.

freshman team member Pam Floer.
"Our scores were very doss to
first."
The NCAA Sectionals will be held
in Morgantown. W. Va„ Feb. 18-19.
"What your score is there deter
mines whether you are invited to the
nationals," said Floer, who is
expecting the whole team to again
qualify.
According to McNamara, the top
40 finishers in the smal bore, the
top 40 in the air rifle and the top
eight teams will qualify for the
nationals to be held March 18-19.
The team is looking to improve
upon last year's third place showing
in the nationals. The team, which
includes seniors Mark Bander, Kim
Floer and Ronald Wiggar, set a
school small bore record E the same

national competition last year.
•••
The team just received the results
from the University of Kentucky Invitational held last November.
The Colonels captured both the
air rifle and small bore phase of the
team competition.
Individually, Pam Floer won the
small bore and finished second in
the standing position.
Mark Bender won the kneeling
position title snd Kim Floer won the
air rifle segment.
Anna Hogrefe was the proas position champion and Mike Bender was
second in the small bore
competition.
(Information gathered by staff
writer Candy Briedel

BJ's
Restaurant • Billiards • Video Games
143 Killarney Lane

11:00 AM. to 11:00 P.M. Seven Days A Week
Special Dishes Prepared Daily
Plenty of Free Parking
Richmond'* only entire Family Recreation Center
Bobby Johnson 624-2061

.
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Happy Valentine's Day

MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS
FREE MAKE OVER

Kay Sutton i

152 Killarney Lane • Boom 101
624-9825
9:00 - 5:00 Monday - Saturday
Call for an appointment today!

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University ot Arizona otters
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art. bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week session July 4-August 12,1983.
Fully accredited program
Tuition $400. Room and
board in Mexican home,
$425.
EE0/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert I. Nugtnt 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 15721
(602) 626-4729

T
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ih© la tost, cproatost

in town!

ONE O'CLOCK SPECIAL
The First 20 Customers to Com* in After 1:00 p.m. Wffl Receive
4 FREE TOKENS! Monday Thru Friday
expires 2/18/83

Located in University Shopping Center*
~)PEN: 12 p.m. until 12 a.m.

$o(inson
Diamond Gxcfmxge
■kg Hill Avtnut - Mcfc*and. Ktntucky (not fa Druthers)
TM Fslry. Maaaasr - KUO) 123-4535
'All jewelry comas with written guarantees

Valentine's Day Film
Kennamer
Room,
Powell Building
Feb.14 - &30p.m.
Sponsored by United
Campus Ministries
ALL WELCOME!

h
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Wermuth, Pate engineer
two-game winning streak
By Thonu B»r
Sport, cdi tor
The Colonels were coming off five
straight losses and after 39 minutes
and 46 seconds had elapsed in the
Austin Peay State University contest, loss number ant in a row
appeared almost certain.
But thanks to Tina Wermuth and
some erratic foul shooting by the
Lady Govs, the Colonels won and
continued those same winning ways
the following evening against Northern Kentucky University.

Clubs

and
dancers

Last week, the editors of The
Eastern Progress were guests on s
panel that discussed the coverage of
the college as it is provided by the
student newspaper.
Well. I figured I would have it
easy. I mean, who complains about
the sports coverage?
Very rarely you might hear from
a student or coach who gets upset
by what you say. But nobody like
that would attend a forum to complain, right?
Well, guess who gets the first
question. You got it - little old me.
Someone asked why the campus
sport clubs aren't incaided on the
sports pages.
I think it is a logical inquiry, but
one that is hard to answer.
First, the sport clubs aren't sponsored or funded by the athletic
department and aren't endorsed by
the NCAA.
Second, it was a policy established
by the editors at the beginning of
the year to place such information •
on the organizations pages.

Eastern Ky. 55

Austin Peay 54
The first half was all Wermuth. In
the second half it was Margy
Shelton and Viv Bohon who came to
the rescue But when the game was
on the line, it was the senior
Wermuth who led the Colonels to
victory.
The home-standing Colonels of
Dianne Murphy fell behind early
and didn't lead until Lisa Goodin's
two free throws with 7:08 remaining
to make it 48-47 Eastern.
The rnargn stood at five until the
visiting Lady Govs regained the
lead on Michele McKimon's basket
with 50 seconds left.
Then Shelton had a chance to give
the lead back to the Colonels but
missed a free throw with 19 seconds
remaining. So the visitors held a
. one-point lead when Jennifer Brown
had the opportunity to wrap up the
game with a one-and-one bonus
chance at the foul line.
But she failed to convert and Wermuth capped off the. come-frombehind victory with a layup with
nine seconds left to clinch the 65-54
win.
"That basket was definitely much
more important than winning a
game." said Murphy. "It reinforced
that we could win again"
The Colonels.shot only 31 percent
from the field in the first half but
trailed only 26-24.
Wermuth led the home team with
14 points and nine rebounds in the
first 20 minutes.
In the ensuing half, Shelton came
back from a scoreless first half to
pour in 11 points. Bohon came off
the bench to score four important
points to tie the score at 39-39 and
played some fine defense down the
stretch.
Eastern Ky. 90
Northern Ky. 61
The Colonels came out of the starting gates red hot on Saturday, then
cooled off for a while before coming
back to blow out the Norsewomen
of Northern Kentucky 90-61.
The home team sprinted out to a
22-9 lead in the first half before it
seemed to go through a mental lapse
and
momentarily
let
the
Norsewomen back into the game.
"The team came out and had a lot
less pressure because they knew

Halftii

One reason the clubs may be
sometimes neglected is because,
unlike the athletic department, they
do not send out schedules of upcoming games.
We can't know everything that is
going on. so it is impossible to cover
every game.

Dianne Murphy plots out strategy.
they could win again," said Murphy.
"They had fun playing tonight."
In fact, the visitors came back to
outscore the Colonels 27-9 and take
a 36-31 lead with four minutes left
in the opening period.
But reserve Loretta Pate made
sure that was all the fun the
Norsewomen would have on the
evening. She came off the bench to
spark a raly that saw the Colonels
come back and take a 40-36 advantage into the locker room at
intermission.

Pate, s freshman guard/forward,
scored five points and grabbed four
rebounds in just a four-minute span.
"Loretta played a great game,"
said Murphy. "We had been looking
for someone to come off the bench
to spark the team."
In the second half, it was all
Eastern.
The Colonels outscored their opponents 50-26 in that second period
During that time, they hit on 67.7
percent from the field.
Individually, Goodin took scoring
honors with 18 points. The balanced

DR. W. R. ISAACS
DR. C. L DAVIS
DR. DON RICHARDSON
OPTOMETRISTS

Colonel attack saw Marcia Haney
and Pate add 16 points each and
Wermuth, 14.
Pate scored her 16 points and
grabbed her eight rebounds in just
13 minutes of action.
Nine Colonels scored as the team
evened its record at 9-9 on the
season.
The Colonels go on the road to
play Morehead State en Friday and
will be looking for revenge.
It was a 77-66 loss to the Lsdy
Eagles that started the Colonels in
their recent tailspin

There are plenty of intercollegiate
athletic activities to fil the sports
pages every week; in fact, I am having a hard time seeing and writing
about those.
Another aspect that was mentioned was the basis for decisions
about the amount of space devoted
to each sport.
With such limited space, this can
sometimes be a major problem. I
think we have covered every sport
as fairly as possible.

The thing that aggravates me
most about this job is the lack of
communication between the public
and the writer.
You work hours on a story that
has taken a lot of research and then
after the story is published, you
hear nothing from the person
involved.
Or if a coach is upset at a story,
he or she doesn't say a thing. I know
they are busy but so am I. We put
in 40 to 50 hours a week. too.
But we are getting off the tangent
here.
So. all in all. the club sports are
important but I just don't hsve the
manpower or space to fit them all in.
But if a club representative would
let the organizations editor know
whet his or her club's schedule is in
advance, then we may be able to better report on the games.
And coaches, if you think I am
neglecting your intercollegiate
sport, or maybe I or one of the
writers get lucky and write a good
story, let us know.
If you'll work with us. we'll be
able to work a lot better with you.

•••
A second matter has arisen and it
is a strange situation.
The word is that the Little Colonels, the group of young women
that perform at the basketball
games, are mad as hel.
Well, excussssee meeee!!!!
It's amazing how a whole group
of intelligent people can take two
sentences out of a entre story and
completely blow it out of context.

The intent of the article was to
prove how much the fans were in
terested in the basketball game for
the first time in several years.
But the little Colonels somehow
think I have an aim in life to
disgrace them.
Well, facts are facts. You did get
booed at the game. And the main
reason was that you messed up.
Granted, the music system was
messed up and maybe you might
have been missing a person or two
but a professional entertainment
group should be able to take a little
criticism.
If any other sporting team makes
a mistake, it'll be reported in the
sports pages. So. you aren't the only
group to come under criticism.
The artide just very lightly
touched upon your mistakes. And I
will be the first to admit that the
group put on a very good show in
its premiere performance.
The second one wasn't quite as
good. But some thought the column
was a personal attack on the group
and it was only thrown into the
story to add a little relevance to the
fact that basketball is back in Alumni Coliseum
The only thing gained by complaining to a staff member was that
it got me to write another column
about your performance
But to be fair to your group, if you
feel you have been abused by the
press, just type me up a letter and
we'll run it next week.
Anybody or team that has a question or comment is free to drop it by
the office and we'll take a look at it.
We are always looking for story
ideas about athletes and anything
else associated with sports in
general.

Flowers and Gifts

H. WOLF SWEAT CLOTHING

Shoppers Village

Eastern ByPau

623-4257

ASSOBTBJ COLORS

unhooded pullover
REG. $8.50

hooded pullover
REG. $12.50

SALE $5.95

SMI $10.95

* Valentine Anytime
Bouquet

Pants same

* Red Roses

ADIDAS REBOUND BASKETBALL SHOES
Hi Top REG. $37.00
SALE S27.H

* Spring Flowers

Lo Top REG. $34.00
SALE $25.95

* Flower & Candy
Special

SALE TABLE
Leather Nylon Shoes $9.95

Fashion Frames
220 W. Main St.

Third, there is not enough space
to cover all the sports that are going
on and cover all the club activities.

Of course, other coaches may feel
that they have not received adequate coverage and that is their
right.

In my column of Jan. 27. I mentioned that the group was booed at
the half time of the basketball game.
And that was all that was
mentioned.

SPORTING GOODS ! FORGET ME NOT

Complete Eye Exam
Contact Lens (All Types) In Stock
Extended:we«r Contact Lenses

Photo by Pat Regan

As far as I know, the only major
oversight was the lack of coverage
of the volleyball team in the OVC
tournament. And to that, I
apologize and can only say it waa a
lack of communication on our parts.

623-3358

Were the
Heart
Specialists!

Canvas Shoes value up to $20.00
NOW • $4.95

(Madison Flower Shop

CoUege Park Shopping Center

400 E.Maln St.
Phone 623-1601

G23-9517

1890'S

Order early for best selection

wish

Don't Forget That Special Someone
tinea Day FT

Central Liquor Store
your home away from home

EKU Basketball
"Makin It Happen"
Shop and Save
Comer East Main and Collins
8:00 AM to 12:00 PM Mon. thru Sat.

The Ladies Of EKU

Happy Valentine's Day
■■

Free Carnations To 1st 100
Ladies After 8:00 Friday Feb. 11
One Per Person
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Stepp has basketball in blood
By Joaa

mm writer

Photo by Todd Blevms

Jimmy Stepp goes for a three-pointer.

Runners finish well
in Indiana Relays
By Thomas Barr
Sport* editor
The track team, fresh off its fine
performance in the Maaon-Dixon
Games, traveled to Bloomington to
participate in the Indiana Relays
and made another fine showing.
Even though the team didn't have
any winners, several did have good
races.
Senior Rick White ran the 60-yard
dash in 6.44 seconds to finish third
behind a par of Tennessee runners.
The two-mile relay team of Mike
Allen, Ron King. Andre Flncbsr and
Tun Mack finished second behind
the team from Kansas State
University.
The one-mile relay team of Kevin
Johnson, John Gilchrest. Juan
Moeeby and Mark Thomas were
fifth in their event.
"We had some good performances," said Coach Rick Erdmann. "We had some good individual times and some good relay
teams."
The team will now prepare to
travel to Morgantown, W. Va.. for
the IIardees Invitational meet on
Friday.
•••
Again, the Eastern Kentucky

Track Club represented itself well
by having two winners and several
other high finishers at the Indiana
Relays.
Rose Gilmore followed her victory
in the Maaon-Dixon Games with
another victory in Bloomington.
The freshman ran the 60-yard
dash in 7.06 seconds to win her
event.
The other winner was Linda
Dowdy, who finished second in the
Louisville meet two weeks ago.
She won the 60-yard hurdles in a
time of 8.17 seconds.
Other strong performers were
Philadelphia native Clariaaa
Gregory and Paulett* Cousins, who
hails from Baltimore. They finished
third and fifth, respectively, in the
440-yard dash.
Freshman Debbie Johnson of
Philadelphia was fifth in the
300-..ieter dash.
Mary Ann Ostby finished second
in the mile.
The all-freshman mile relay team
of Terri Jones, Angela Terrence.
Gregory and Cousins was second.

The circumference of a normal
basketball rim ia 18 inches. Trying
to put a basketball through that
sized run ia hard to do.
Silt just think about trying to
le a basket through a 13-inch
goal.
Senior guard Jimmy Stepp spent
many a day trying to put the ball
through a 13-inch rim.
"My father ia a welder." said
Stepp. "He made the ran smaller,
which mads a regular basket look
like a big wash bucket."
Stepp comes from a vaat
background of basketball-playing
relatives.
Joe, Jimmy's father, was an exceptional basketball player in high
school He was named to the AllState team while playing at Warfield High School in Martin County.
"My father never pushed me into
basketball." said Stepp. "But he
always hstped and encouraged us."
Orville. Stepp's uncle, led the
state in scaring at Inez High School
in Martin County in 1964. Ha
averaged 32 points per game before
going on to play at Marshall
University.
Joe, Stepp's brother, led the state
in scoring in 1976 with a 34 point
average at Warfield High School
Joe went on to play for two years
at Ohio State University and two
years at Morehead
State
University.
Then he went on to coach at

Phsspa High School in Pike County,
where he coached his brother Ervin.
Ervin led the state in scoring in
1979 and I960. He received national
recognition for his 63 point average
during his senior teas on.
Stepp's youngest brother. Gary,
is currently a senior at Madison
Central High School and is averaging a team-high 18 points per
contest.
Stepp's sister. Judy, not to be Outdone by her brothers, is playing at
Kermit High School in West
Virginia.
Jimmy Stepp played at Sheldon
Clark High School, which is a consolidation of all the high schools in
Martin County.
Ha was a three-year starter and
led the state in scoring his senior
year and was named to the All-State
team.
After high school. Stepp decided
to attend George Washington
University, a member of the Atlantic 10 Conference.
Stepp spent two years coming off
the bench for OWU. He was in line
for a starting spot when an opportunity arose to play at Eastern.
Stepp couldn't turn it down.
Ervin had i eceived a scholarship
to the university and Joe had been
named as an assistant coach. So
Jimmy packed his bags and headed
to Richmond.
"We've always wanted to play
together and we finally got the
chance," said Stepp. "Gary ia now
living with Joe, so we're all

together."
After aittkig out a year because
of the transfer rule, Stepp became
a starter on last year's squad.
Stepp's 12.2 average tied Jimmy
Chambers for dub scoring honors
and he had the highest free throw
percentage on the squad of 83
percent.
The Colonels finished the season
at 6-21, which was a new experience
for Stepp.
*
"I've never been on a losing team
before," said Stepp. "It was very
frustrating. The team was very.
Cing last year. I think we're much
ter this season."
And much better they an. They
have rebounded for an 8-11 record
so far and a second place standing
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
"This team is made up
predominately of sophomores and I
think they are starting to mature,"
said Stepp. "This team is going to
gat better and better."
The maturing of the aophomoies
and the return of Stepp to the lineup
after missng five games due to ten
donitis in his right foot have been
the keys to the recent resurgence of
the team.
Stepp returned to action for the
Morehead State game and helped
Max Good's team overcome a
17-point deficit In that game, Stepp
fired in five three-pointers to spark
the comeback.
"I think the injury might have
even helped my play." said Stepp.

"I was very anxious to get back
after missing five games."
The teem has gone an to win five
consecutive league contest* and put
itself into a role as a contender for
the league title.
Stepp scored a season-high of 36
points in early-season action against
Eastern Illinois.
Stepp is currently leading the
team in scoring with a 163 average.
The 6-footr3-inch guard ia leading
the OVC in free throw shooting with
a 94.9 percent mark. That is also
good enough to place bun in the top
10 in the nation.
"Jimmy is a very intelligent
player and is the closest thing we
hsve to s team leader," said Good.
"His coming back to action was one
of the keys to our recent success."
Stepp said his major goal for the
rest of the season is to help the team
qualify for the four-team OVC tournament to be held March 11-12.
"It would be a big moral victory
for us after last year," said Stepp.
Stepp, who hss compiled a 3.6
grade-point average, is majoring in
accounting
If no jobs open up in accounting
for Stepp, be said he would consider
attending a seminary and becoming
a minister.
But for right now, he ia just content to fire a basketball into a
regulation-sized goal.

Sportlishts
Baseball. goH
captains named

Rebhols and senior second
baseman Mute Sibio will be tricsptsins.

This is the time of the year
when all the spring sports are announcing their captains for the
upcoming season and this one is
no exception.

The baseball team will be hoping to match the success of its
30-12 season last year when it
opens its 1983 schedule on March
9 at Indiana UniversitySoutheast.

Coach Bobby Ssaholm announced that senior Pat
Stephens and junior Kelly
Finney will share the captain
honors for the golf teem.
The golf asasDO is scheduled to
open March 11-13 at the Iron
Duke Invitational in Durham.
N.C.
Baseball coach Jim Ward announced his three captains for
the upcoming season.
Ward said that senior catcher
Joe Myers, senior pitcher Steve

Basebal clinic Saturday
The university wtl host a hitting clinic on Saturday, Feb. 12.
The day will kick off with
registration and breakfast at 9
am. in the Parkins Building.
Featured instructors at the
seminar are Ben Hlnoe, a minor
league hitting instructor for the
California Angela,' Don Richardeon, basebal coach of the defending state champion Madison

Central High School; Keith
Madison, baseball coach at the
University of Kentucky; and Bob
Wellman, a member of the New
York Mats organization.
The cost U(15 for coaches and
610 for players. For the registration fee, the participants will
receive a registration packet,
equipment exhibit, a continental
breakfast, door prizes and a certificate of attendance Reservations should be made by contacting Bob Lei ter at the Diviaion of
Special Programs.

Kidd on panel
Coach Roy Kidd is among nine
coaches who will be a part of the
College Football '83 Preview.
Feb. 20-22. fo Kansas City. Ma
The coaches will talk about
their upcomng seesons to the 60

sportewriters who will attend the
meetings.
Other coaches attending the
conference will be Jim Dickey
(Kansas State). Terry Donahue
(UCLA). Hayden Fry (Iowa). Ken
Hatfield (Air Force). George
Msclntyre (VanderbiH), Joe
Paterno (Penn State), Eddie
Robinson (Grambling) and BUI
Yeoman (Houston).

Upcoming events
Men's Basketball
Feb. 12 at Morehead
Feb. 14 Delaware
Women's Basketball
Feb. 12 at Morehead
Swimming
Feb. 12 at Wright State
.,
Men's Track
Feb. 11 Hardees Invitational

EASTERN SCHOOL
OF HAIR DESIGN
ALL PHASES OF
BEAUTY WORK

Vathe Price
Of
REGULAR BEAUTY SHOPS

The perfect match
for\&lentinefeDay

txompit:
Haircuts, any stylt Si.li

VekaUWs Day ta Monday, February M.

112 S. 2nd

PORTRAITS
WEDDINGS

mM!2

Mr. B's
Rock-n Roll
Discount
Liquors
Check out our
Weekly Specials!

FOR THE FINEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

Jim Cox Studio

Mr. B's has EKl

42J-3I4S

Beverage Coolers!

RICHMOND SPEED
WASH &
ALTERATIONS

For the Perfect
Vahntine Gift
Mr. B's has a

|YOU WASH OR WE
CAN
WASH FOR YOU

The beawaassl look of fresh I
Tl«bea«rlfulicei«ofAipef^AIinthe
PTD* Fiagrance n Flowers " Bouquet $17.!

Village Florist
125 SOUTH 3rd ST
(NEXT TO OeXYHOUND BUS STATION)

623-0340
Send your love with special C

tonight...
and every night

Large Selection of
Decanter Bottles!

Casual Elegance Encouraged

I IM illl'll

135 East Main
rij '.-_'(<•>;

Tues.-Sat. 8:00 tiU 12:00

in town!

AFTER THE MOVIE
Bring Your Ticket Stubs From The Campus Cinemas to Cheap
Thrills and Receive a FREE GAME TOKEN! All of February.
Limit One Per Day Per Person.

,Located in University Shopping Center
>PEN: 12 p.m. until 12 a.m..
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Brady gains experience,
helps youthful front line
By Ready Koktrx*
SUff writer
Shannon Brady is determined to
win in everything she does. And
after a slow start in her collegiate
career, Brady's self-confidence and
determination are finally paying off.
The 6-foot-1-inch sophomore
center on the women's basketball
team got an early start fct athletics
because of her family background in
sports.
"My dad was an excellent
baseball pitcher in high school."
said Brady. "My grandmother was
an all-tournament basketball player
and my mom played at both high
school and in college. I think that
sports are in our blood"
Before coming to the university,
Brsdy wss s standout at Sacred
Heart Academy in Louisville.

"In high school, my junior year
had to have bisn my best," Brady
said. "I wasn't s leader when I
started my junior season, but when
I found that my team needed s
leader, I stepped into the role and
I liked it."
Brady, 19, was recruited by
several colleges, including Tennessee Tech, Syracuse University
and Eastern. However, after seeing
the Richmond campus and meeting
the other members of the women's
team, ahe quickly signed the
scholarship.
Brsdy said her freshman year st
Esstern
wss
disappointing
athletically. She averaged only 8.6
points and 2.9 rebounds in 30 games
during her first year. Plus, she shot
only 38 percent from the field.
"I was playing scared and felt

Photo by Pat Regan

Shannon Brady shoots from the side.

very timid,'' said Brady.
She said after wearing the solss
off of several pairs of sneakers, she
learned the role that s he needed to
play on the team.
"At first I didn't know what my
role was. Now I feel that I have to
do well inside," said Brady, who is
averaging 11.3 points and seven rebounds this season in s starting
role. "In order to allow our outside
shooters to score, I have to tie a
threat on the inside to draw the
defense back."
Brsdy said her main strength is
her ability as a finesse player. "I like
to go around players rather than
over or through them." Brady said.
"My weakness is in my lack of
physical strength. I get the ball
stolen away from me a lot because
of this."
Coach Dianne Murphy said one of
Brady's main assets is the fact that
she is an "extremely coachable"
player.
"She is intelligent and a very hard
worker," said Murphy. "She is also
an excellent team player."
Teammate Lisa Goodin said
Brady's main strength is her
attitude toward the game.
"She makes every practice and
gives 100 percent of herself,"
Goodin said.
Brady said her main source of
moral support is her parents. They
make every game, usually sitting in
the front row behind the scorer's
table. They even went down to
Miami to watch her play in the Dial
Classics.
Brady admitted that there were
times when she felt like giving up
basketball
w
"It gets to the point sometimes
when basketball doesn't mean
anything to me anymore," Brady
said. "Sometimes it's just not fun,
but exhausting, emotionally and
physically.
"Right now, the team is working
hard at making the game more fun.
We're getting excited about getting
into the Ohio Valley Conference
playoffs, and if we win there, we're
off to the national playoffs."
Brady said she feels the attendance for the women's games this
year has been disappointing.
"I think that if people would just
give our games s try, they might
find out how exciting they really
are," she said.
Brsdy is majoring in fashion
design and says that her goal after
graduation is to produce a line of
women's clothes suited to the tall
girl.
"It's so hard for me to go out and
find clothes that look good on me,"
Brsdy said. "I would like to produce
a line of clothes that accentuate the
height and make it beautiful."
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CONTACT MIKE PHILLIPS AT
415 EASTERN BYPASS IN RICH
MOND OR CALL AT 623-9418.
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..Steak
Fingers
Dinner
$3.19

A generous pornoo of lender svook
Mlest, creamy cole slow, crisp
trench hies. Southerrvsfyte hush
puppies and our own special gravy
let esfassjawsi Oopf. D's)

Captain D's.
.

The Kentucky Intercollegiate
Swimming Championships are
scheduled for Feb. 19. The Midwest
Independent Championships are to
be held March 3-5 in Chicago.
But before the tournament competition begins, the Eels had to
finish some regular season business.
On Saturday, they entertained the
University of Kentucky Swim Kats
and lost the 78-35 dedsion.
Brian Conroy was the only Eel to
win as event. The senior tri-captain

won the 200-yard freestyle in a time
of 1:43.36.
Scott Behymer swam to second
place finishes in both the 1.000- and
500-yard freestyle events.
Mark Maher also collected a pair
of second place showings. He finished in the runner-up position in
both the 50-yard freestyle and the
100-yard freestyle.
Scott Vennefron also finished
second in the 200-yard butterfly.
Rick Whitson, even though he
didn't win, had lifetime best times
in the individual medley and in the
100-yard meter backstroke leg of
the relay.

The loss dropped the Eels to 4-6
on the season.
The Eels travel to Wright State_
on Saturday in their last regular
season meet
"They have several excellent individual swimmers but they don't
have that much depth." said Lichty. •
After the KISC meet in
More head, the team wil be entering
the Midwest meet.
According to Lichty. the team has
been competing against tougher competition as of late to help the
squad when it enters the Chicago .
meet.

•••

"Kentucky swam very well and
we didn't swim particularly well,"
said Lichty. "Plus, we have been
training very hard for the Midwest
championships and we were a little
tired."

Diver Karen Hofmann made the
required score to be eligible for the
NCAA Women's Division I Zone
qualifications with her diving scores
against the University of Kentucky.
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COME IN AND SAVE DURING OUR

SAVINGS UP TO 50%
THROUGHOUT THE STORE

SOFT
GOODS

Captain D's.
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By Thomas Barr
Sports editor
The Electrifying Eels have fallen
on hard times, especially during
their last four meets.
But Coach Dan Lichty isn't too
concerned because the most important part of the season is just
around the corner.

TRADE BOOKS
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Eels travel to Wright State
following loss to Swim Kats
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Why wait to start your nursing career? The
Air Fore* has a special program for 19*3 BSNs.
If selected, you can enter Air Force active
duty soon after graduation — without waiting
nm
~ I for the results of your Stats Bosrds.
To
k.
\/J^^Ly/'
■PP'V- vou mu,t n*ve an overall 3.0 CPA
/ V. _ -^^""~-^y^
■n<' ■*••* Other basic requirements.
%^
*^A
As a newly commissioned nurss, you'll
attend a five-month Internship at a ma|or Air
Force facility.
It's an excellent way to prepare for the wide range of
experiences you'll have as an Air Force nurse professional.
For more
Information, contact:

Photo by Sharee Wortman

Coach Dan Lichty talks to Ben Meisenheimer.

10% OFF

EKU NYLON JACKETS (ADULT & CHILD)
SHORT SLEEVE EKU JERSEYS
-STYLES 1971, 8280, 2003 ONLY
BASEBALL & V-NECK EKU T-SHIRTS
GOLF (cooch) SHIRTS
EKU T-SHIRTS
EKU HELMET CAPS REG. 5.75
CONVERSE SHOES
EKU VEST REG. 4.95

STONEWARE MUGS
PERSONALIZED MUGS
CARDS
POSTERS
PLAQUES

MISC.

Best Sellers,
Bibles, etc

*5.00 OFF
12.00 OFF
Vs PRICE
$3.00 OFF
*1.00 OFF
NOW M.75
»5.00 OFF
%%M

BUT ONE & GET ONE FOR V
"UY ONE * GET ONE FOR $«
Va PRICE
Va PRICE
Va PRICE

GIFT
ITEMS

ALL TEACHING AIDS
--Games, flash cards, flannel cut-out & US maps
OFFICE SUPPLIES
ELMER'S GLUE ALL 1*02
SUNGLASSES.».

PACTRA HOBBY PAINT *. «
ELMER'S GLUE ALL isoi
PRANG WATER COLOR i6<okK»i
LIQUITEX TUBE WATER COLORS
24" PICKET STEEL RULER
24" PICKETT STEEL T SQUARE
30" WOOD T-SQUARE
3 pc. PICKETT DRAWING SET
AMPAD 100 SHEETS
PRANG CRAYON CASE i64C.<.»on.)
X-ACTO UTILITY KNIFE
24X16 CHART TABLETS (.moil.. 00.)

--» FOR TMI ■*»« 0*» I
»'•♦*
»»•«*
»1 •«•
*7.5«
$14.95
»••*•
M9.9S
»«•"
M.95
**•**
»*•**

Va PRICE
■•% OFFl
■•% OFF
fl.OwOFF

ART
SUPPLIES

University Book & Supply, Inc.
528 Eastern By-Pass — Richmond, Ky. 40475
Dial 624-0220
Hours: M-P. f-7; Saturday »-5
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Number of
RAs drops
this year

WP, WF proposal
tabled by Senate

By Rosalind Turner

Staff writer
The number of students applying
for resident assistant jobs has
decreased this year, according to
Dan Bertscs, director of men's
residence hall programs.
Bsrtsos said there ware approximately 230 students signed up for
the recent Resident Assistant Placement Day. He said about 400
students have applied in past years
Bertsos said he did not think the
number of participants was affected
by the decrease in enrollment at the
university srice the students applying are usually upperclassmen.
BerUoe arid he feels that financial
aid cuts and unemployment rates
should have prompted more interest
in RA positions.
RA positions are not only funded
by the College Work Study Program but also through institutional
funds, according to Bertsos.
He said about one half of the 175
resident assistants at the university
do not qualify for work study and
are paid by institutional funds.
Julie Hoiks, an RA at Clay Hall.
said she thought the decrease in the
number of students applying for the
jobs is "because we're under paid
and overworked."
She said an RA is paid minimum
wage, S3.66 per hour. An RA is on
duty 12 hours a week, tail she said
sometimes put in at many as 52
hours.
Hollis said an RA may be called
at any time. "It's not fair to our
roommates." she said.
Jan Grimes, director of women's
residence hall programs, said the
duties of an RA vary in different
dorms.
She said RAs are only on duty
from 10 to 13 hours a week but "in
reality work much more,"
She said the basic job of an RA is
that of a "role model."
Hollis said her duties include
counseling, working at the desk,
room check, planning hall and Boor
programs and handling aumgoucy
situations.
Some of the qualities that Pitt
Beam, director of Keens Hall, said
he looks for whan interviewing
students for RA positions are
leadership qualities, relative maturi
ty, perception of the job and interpersonal skills.
Interpersonal skills an a "major
tool" in an RA s job. Beam said He
said this includes an individuals
ability to talk to others easily and
project good eye contact.

Having to deal with car trouble is not a lot of fun, especially in cold weather. Sherri Reynold* and Jo Ann Webb
found that out as they prepared to jump Reynolds' car in the Telford lot last week. Reynolds is a sophomore
at the university and Webb is a friend from Irvine.

ews Capsule
Council approves
elimination of fee
The Council on Student Affairs
voted to eliminate toe $1 overnight
guest fee last week and send the proposal to university President Dr.
J.C. Powell, according to Donna
Burgraff, Women's Interdorm
president.
Under the new policy, guests
staying overnight will still be required to register at the dorm desks,
she said
Previously, overnight guests
received linens and a dorm room key
for SI.
Guests wil not receive linens or
s key if the new policy is approved
Burgraff said the registration of
overnight guests is "for safety purposes in case of fire or other problems. But we felt the rooms should
be like our apartments and we
shouldn't be restricted from having
guests."
The 15 penalty fee wil continue to
be assessed if a student is caught
with an unregistered guest, according to Burgraff.
In other action:
The university's Housing Committee accepted a recommendation
from a committee of the council to
designate a "special interest" floor
in part of Case and part of Miller
Beckam McCreary hals.
Burgrafffsaid Women's Interdorm surveyed women's halls to
determine if residents were interested in a nonsmoking Boor,
24-hour quiet floor or a common ma

jor Boor. She said the residents expressed interest in s non-smoking
floor.
According to Burgraff, students
will be able to request the nonsmoking floor on h""""»g applications for next year. She said the
establishment of the Boor will depend on the response. *

Campus Mardi Gras
to be held Tuesday
After the success of last year's
first campus Mardi Gras, Men's Interdorm, Women's Interdorm and
Student Activitas are sponsoring
another, to be held Tuesday, Feb.
16, from 8-12 p.m. in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom.
All students are invited to attend
and are encouraged to wear a
costume. There is no admission
charge for the event; however, there
will be a 25 cent charge for cokes.
Free popcorn will be available.
According to Women's Interdorm
Secretary-Treasurer Mary Alsip.
who chaired the Mardi Gras committee, if any profit is made, it will
go to a charity that has not yet been
specified.
Costumes will be judged and
prizes given to the most festive, the
cutest and funniest, the most
creative and the best group. The
costume contest will begin at 10
p.m.
Judging will be done by three
faculty members and three
students, said Alsip. Prizes will be

Exardae Salon

>>

donated by local businesses.
The musk for the evening will be
provided by Worlds Away.
The esrtest known observance of
the Mardi Gras was in the Middle
Ages. Its name dereived from the
old English practice of confessing
one's sins on this day in preparation
for the holy Lenten season.
The celebration initiates with a
12th night ball on Jan. 6 and ends
on Shrove Tuesday, the day before
lent begins on Ash Wednesday.
Alsip and aBMBsltasI members
Debra Brown, Diana Sieaell and
Stephanie Domanico have been
Elanning and coordinating the
lardi Gras siuce November.
"There aren't many types of
things like this open to everybody
on campus and we hope students
will take advantage of it," said
Women's Interdorm president Donne Burgraff.

Long-range planning
models considered
The university is currently con
sJdermg various types of long-range
planning committee models In order
to adopt one model for Eastern, according to university President Dr.
J.C. Powell
Powell end other university administrators have been reviewing
types of plena for the last several
months.
Powell said many groups and individuals wil be involved in the process of the selection.
The purpose of ther1'»**i-g irrm-

Madison
National
Bank

Beautiful IP

cp^
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Let's Jump It

The university's Faculty Senate
voted Tuesday to table for further
consideration a proposal to revise
the withdraw passing and withdraw
failing grading system.
The new policy would abolish the
grades "WP" and "WP" at the end
of the 1983 fall senieotai.
The piopossd grading system
stated that a student may officially drop a course through the
seventh week of regular semester
rlassss. the ninth masting of intsrssesion daases and the 14th
meeting of summer session classes
without a definitive grade, A "W"
would be assigned
Students who officialy or unofficially drop a course after the
seventh week of the regular

Student Spaciil *
SAVE $20.00
new i>oca*jon
Southarn Hills Plaza

Women's scholarship
applications available
Application forme for this year's
EKU Woman's Scholarship ere
available in the student activities office. Women whoejrfll be seniors in
the fall of IMS and who presently
nave a satawasawl 3.6 GPA are eligible to apply.
Other factors to be considered in
the selection are service .to the
university community and BMW*«I
need.
The sward will be present ad at the
Awards Day ceremony. The
deadline for submitting applications
is March 11.

OVER 500 JOBS AVAILABLE!

I THREE
LOCATIONS:
v Main Office ■ Main Street
A Branch Office ■ Eastern By-Pa**
WBranchdffice
Water Str

PHONE
623-2747
MEMBER F.D.I.C.

I University
j Hallmark
|

Richmond Greenhouse
end Flower Shop

Furthermore, the policy stated
that students who are forced to
withdraw from the university or
from selected coursed) after the
seventh week due to unusual circumstances beyond their control
must petition to the Office of Student Affairs
The grade "W" may be assigned
if deemed appropriate by the Office
of Academic Affairs, according to
the proposal
The senators voted to seed the
policy beck to the Council on
Academic Affairs for further study
because it did not allow for faculty
participation to determine unusual
circumstances and did not include
guidelines for courses which begin
at irregular times during the
In other business:
University President Dr. J.C.
Powell reported to the Faculty
Senate that a steering committee
wee working on a compromise for
the 1984-86 funding formula.
Powell said the committee bed
established what he thought would
be en "acceptable solution" to all
Kentucky colleges and universities.
However, he said the committee
would be trying to develop other
aspects of the concept during the
next few weeks.
Powell also reported to the senate
that the university's new phone
system was being installed and
would be completed by May 16.
Finally, Powell said the planning
committee studying long-range
planning for the university bad
reached a "general agreement" and
developed two concepts for the plan
ning process.
The first is that any planning process would use the existing
organization of the university as its
organisational structure
And second, the departments and
divisions of the university are the
primary units where the phaafcsj
will take place.
The committee also voted to
establish en institutional planning
committee which will be the
"cohesive force in the planning process," Powell said.
A second group, the planning
analysis committee, will also be
established to "review, analyze and
advise," sccording to Powell.

Bits & Pieces
Sale
Fri. & Sat. Only

Ladies'

Mens^

Sweaters

Jeans

60%

50%

Next door to Baskin Robbing

I 20% OFF On All Hallmark Mer4
| chandise including Valentine.

Uvt's

H.

Sweaters

Blouses
Thursday, February 17
Ketn Johnson Building
9:00-12:00
1:00-5:00

"P."

"Home of the 24-Hour Banker*
Eastern By-Pass Location Only

CAMP PLACEMENT DAY

mittee is to answer questions about
the university including "where are
we, where do we want to go and how
do wa get there," according to
Powell.
He said once a model is accepted
and put into effect, it will need to be
updated on an annual basis.
Powell said the selection process
will take about two years to
complete
"We are trying to create a formal
institutional r^f—frig process," said
Powell. "Although we have done
planning on several areas, we have
not had a formal process before."
Powell said further actions of the
committee will include a first draft
of a model which is expected to be
completed by Feb. 14.

semester or a comparable date during intersession or summer sessions
would be assigned a letter grade of

60% 70%

50%

Blazers

Slacks

60%

50%

Jeans

w: oes

70%

50%

* Drew
dart

40%

OFF On Selected
Valentines

ft

|Me,i»fMw«Uk

Cat ul *-

kirts

Outerwear

60% -70%

50%.

FREE ! FREE ! FREE !
5 video game tokens with any
$3.00 purchase
* When You Care Enough To
Send the Very Best
University Shopping Center
Open Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

L

■

■

„Siinj|ay^6

DOWNTOWN

Friday 8:30-7:00
Saturday 8:30-5:30
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Police Beat

Winter wonderland
A recent Ice storm left Its mark
on the Eastern campus by
sheathing everything In a
glistening layer off Ice. Familiar
landmarks such as the chapel
and the statue by the Powell
Building were covered
frozen glaze.
Photos by Scott Mandl

The following reports were made
to the Division of Public Safety last
week:
Jan. 28:
Mike Zlatoa. the residence hall director at Commonwealth Hall, reported
smoke on the 20th Door caused by the
mixing of two cleaning ohemicals. The
building waa evacuated and the fire
department responded. The fumes were
cleared and the reaidenU were allowed
to return to (heir rooms.
Tina Hubbard of Martin Hall reported
the theft of the rear window louvres from
her vehicle parked in the Mattox Hall
parking lot. The items were reportedly
valued at 1128
Diane Fancy of Caae Hall reported
that the alarms were sounding in Case
Hall. The building was evacuated and the
fire department was put on stand-by. It
was determined that an electric fan had
shorted out causing smoke which set off
the smoke detectors.
Shirley Wiboa of Case Hall reported
the theft of four hubcaps from her vehicle parked in the Alumni Coliseum lot.
No estimation of the cost of the items
was given.
Jan. 2ft
*»
Tom Storm* of Todd Hall reported
that a grapefruit was thrown through the
second floor window of Todd Hall. No
estimation of damage waa given.
Helen Evans of 931 Villa Drive was arrested on a charge of driving under the
influence.
Jan. 30:
Donald L. Peae* of Rt. 7. Richmond,
was arrested on a charge of driving under
the influence of intoxicants.
John Kaiaarof Keene Hall reported the
theft of a CB antenna from his vehicle
parked in the Keene Hall lot. The item
was reportedly valued at «U)
Dylan Jonas of 805 Brockton reported
the theft of a down jacket from outside
the gym at the Begley Building. The
item was reportedly valued at 140.
Stephen Shelley of Keene Hall
reported the theft of two antennae from
his vehicle parked in the Keene Hall
parking lot. The items were reportedly
valued at S40.
Jan. 31:
Bobby K. LMW of Keene Hall was cited
on a charge of receiving stolen property.
Feb. 1:
Paul D. Adamick of S31 Mahoffey
Drive, Apt. E-l. was arrested on a charge
of driving under the influence of
intoxicants
Judy Noxaell of 703 Brockton reported
the theft of clothing from the laundry
room at the 700 block of Brockton. The
items were reportedly valued at MO.
Feb. 2:
the dorms thst wasn't even
Lyle Wolfrom of Room 101 of the
registered," she said. "We asked
him to leave and to pay for the room Foster Buildng reported that the fire
was sounding in the Foster
for the number of weeks that he had alarm
Building. The building was evacuated
been there."
and the fire department responded. InCrisweU said the going rate for a vestigation revealed nothing.
Frederick D. Wilson of Keene Hall
dormitory room was S25 per week.
reported the theft of S70 in cash from his
"If, however, they do not get room.
registered during registration week
Charles EastJa of 2141 Lakeside Drive.
and leave, they generally are not Lexington, reported the theft of a
charged for the room."
wrist watch and a briefcase from Mattox

Illegal room changes cause problems
By Tim Thorasberry
New. editor
Illegal room changes are causing
problems for the housing office, according to Mabel Criswel. associate
director of housing.
"I do not know how wide-spread
it is," she said. "Some (in housing)
seem to think that it goes on more
than we even know."
Criswel] said illegal room changes
usually occur the first two weeks of
the semester. To make an illegal
change, a student need only to exchange room keys with another individual, without informing the
housing office.
"I think our worst offenders are
in the men's dorms and we don't
find out about it until the end of the
year," said CrisweU. "When they do

not make the change legally, our
records are not correct.
CrisweU said one of the ways they
discover if someone hss made an illegal change is when they call a student and find out someone else is
there.
Another way that housing finds
offenders is when they make a room
assignment to s particular room and
the student finds out that someone
else is there
"The student then comes back
and says that we've made a
mistake," said CrisweU.
Whan the housing department
finds that someone hss made an illegal room change, CrisweU said she
usually makes the student move
back to his/her a—Jwnrl room.
"If we make an assignment and
"l over there, then the

room goes to the one we've made the
legal assignment," CrisweU said.
When refunds are made to
students, sometimes the housing office finds out that a student had
moved out of the tripled room into
one with only one occupant.
"We have had checks made out to
a person and then found out that
person hss made a change and they
don't get the check," she said.
According to Criswel, The refund
for being tripled for one semester
could amount to $60 or more. But,
she said the amount varies from one
year to the next and from dorm to
dorm.
CrisweU added that at times, a
student may not even be registered
and will be living in the dorm
illegally.
"We had one boy living in one of

Hall. The items were reportedly valued
at $296
Feb. 3:
Jonnie Nichols of Commonwealth Hall
reported the theft of a wallet containig
S30 in cash from his room.
Amy Wither of Clay Hall reported the
theft of a gold nugget attached to a gold
chain over Christmas Break. No estimation of the value was giwn.
Lloyd McCubbin of ODonnell Hall
reported that someone had damaged the
right front fender of his vehicle parked
in the Alumni Coliseum lot. No estimation of value was given.
Scott Wilkerson of Commonwealth Hall
reported that someone had attempted to
punch out the door lock on a vehicle
belonging to Karen Arnold of McGregor
Hall in the parking lot at Commonwealth
Hall. No estimation of the value waa
given.
The following cases which appeared in "Police Beat" were filed
st the Madison County District
Clerk's. This follow-up reports only
the judges ruling in each case:
Linda Knehn'a charge of first degree
criminal trespassing was dropped and
the case dismissed.
Kyle Jones was sentenced to one dsy
in the Madison County Jail for disorderly
conduct.
Charles Eaatin was fined S187.50 for
driving under the influence of
intoxicants.
Charlotte Whittaker's charge of driving under the influence of intoxicants
was smmended to reckless driving.
Gavin L. Wilson was sentenced to one
day in the county jail and fined S37.50
for public intoxication.
Andy T. SUgall was fined $187.50 for
driving under the influence of
intoxicants.
Daniel I.. Keeling was fined 1297 50 for
driving under the Influence of
intoxicants.

Tutorials offered
The Department of Lesrning
Skills is sponsoring evening tutorial
sessions on two nights each week in
the Keith Building
. The sessions will begin at 6 and
end at 8:30 p.m.
On Tuesday nights students can
be tutored in biology and chemistry
in Keith Room 229 and SIGI in
Keith Room 228.
On Wednesday nights students
can receive tutoring in English 101
and 102 in Keith Room 229 and
English 211 and 212 in Keith Room
229. Students can also be counseled by SIGI 228.
Students can also consult the
schedule board in Keith Room 225
for the time and room numbers of
daytime tutorials.

The Tacker Collections

Curriers Music .World
Music - The Language Of Love
Unique Gifts For Valentine's Day
*

MNSIC,

Albums,

TIMS,

Acctssarits, Harmonicas, Guitars.
1M-.I

(AtrssHrss.

WFU RAY YOU TO GET INTO
ROTC BASIC CAMP

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Bask
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission
So net your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science

ARMY ROTC
BEALLYOUCsANBE.
Major Rich Anderson
Begley an 522
3911 or 3912

V
Available in Black, Navy, Red Patent Leather
60 day layaway available
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Advisory committee
established for co-op
By Shsnds Pullam
Editor
Any student, faculty member or
administrator who is interested in
the university's co-op program can
express any particular concerns or
ideas before the newly-established
Cooperative Education Advisory
Committee.
"We encourage people to come
before the committee and talk about
issues they feel are important to coop education," said Ken Noah, director of co-op at the university.
The 30-member committee,
designed to consider problems and
prospective changes in Eastern's
co-op program, was formed last
semester.
Employers from Berea. Frankfort. Irvine. Lexington, Louisville
and Richmond make up the majority of the committee, but six campus representatives - two administrators, two faculty members
and two students -- are also
involved.
Noah said the committee "has an
obligation to alert the administration on what it perceives to be probable types of changes that should
take place to enhance the co-op
program."
The group has met twice and according to Noah, is stil in the process of getting organized. A
November orientation meeting was
held at which officers were selected
and members became acquainted.
Tony Whitaker, president of First
Federal Savings and Loan of Richmond, was elected chairperson of
the group. "Our objectives are to
promote co-op education and to
assist co-op at Eastern in any way
possible," Whitaker said. "Mainly
what we're charged to do is provide
feedback to Ken Noah and his
staff."
Barbara Hickey, manager of the
Personnel Management Branch of
the Corrections Cabinet in
Frankfort, was selected to serve as
vice chairperson. "I support the coop program very much," said
Hickey. "Students can gain practical experience that is very difficult
to attain. It may mean the difference between getting a job or not
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getting a job.
"We're all interested in giving any
kind of input we can in helping
Eastern's co-op program." she
continued.
Noah is secretary of the group
and John Craft, a CPA for Potter
and Co. in Richmond, is treasurer.
Noah said he selected eight of the
members, while the remaining 22. all
employers, were recommended by
various university coop faculty
coordinators. "There area lot of topnotch people on this committee,"
Noah said.
He said he expects committee
members to present ideas, voice opinions and "elicit discussion on
topics and issues that are important
to the program."
"We will look at the needs of the
employer and the needs of the student, keeping in mind at all times
the needs of the university," said
Noah.
The possible establishment of a
loan program to serve the university's co-op students was discussed
by the committee at its first
business meeting late last month.
Noah said students who are
placed in co-op employment positions in other cities may need aid in
covering travel expenses or in getting established.
"We know students who should
be in co-op but aren't because they
can't afford to go where the job is."
Noah said "The committee will take
a look at the problem and come up
with some suggestions we might
want to pursue."
Serving on the subcommittee that
will look into the prospective loan
establishment
are Shannon
Johnson, secondary supervisor of
Madison County Schools. Dr. James
Mastersoa professor of industrial
education at the university, and
Craft.
The committee's next meeting is
planned for late April The meetings
are hosted by the president.
Noah said the committee is
ultimately working "to make the
student a considerably better product at the end of his or her college
career."

EKU leads in hiring
of female teachers

(Continued from Page 1)
The survey showed that the
University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville continue to
be the only institutions in the state
system where women account for
less than 20 percent of the faculty.
UK increased its female faculty
from 17.4 percent in 1975 to 19.4
percent in 1981.
Female faculty at U of L decreased from 193 percent in 1975 to 17.5
percent in 1981.
Martin said he did not know how
Kentucky's statistics compared
with other states. He said he was
not aware of similar studies being
conducted throughout the country.
The level of minority women
faculty also declined in Kentucky institutions from 1979 to 1981, according to the commission's report.

The number of black women faculty in Kentucky colleges and universities remained at 64 but the percentage decreased from 4.8 percent in
1979 to 4.7 percent in 1981 because
of the increase in white women
faculty employed.
According to the study. Eastern
had four black female faculty
members in 1981.

Battle zone

Gens Webster, left, and Debbie Dehher prepare to mount an offensive
against an unseen enemy during a ptayful melee in the Ravine. Webster, a
sophomore, and Deisher. a senior, are roommates in Burnam Hall.

Attendance bill to be studied

(Continued from Page 1)
of the bill. "I think it is about time
that we had a bill like this and I
think it should be passed," he said.
After the senate voted to sand the
bill back to committee. Cole defendj
ed the general idea of the bill. "It is
not a defeat to send it back to committee," be said.
Dr. Tom Myers, vice president for
student affairs and adviser to the
senate, said fit bill is tabled, it could
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RECORDSMITH - Buys used rock
albums in good condition. 623-5068.
Say / Love You or Be My Valentine
with balloons. Call JacUes Balloons
7 days at 624-1218.
Self-Help group for anorexic ft
bulimics. For Info 625-3783
FOUND: Combs building. 2nd floor
- used management book 2nd edition. Call 625-6386.
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
30 vol. set, w/Atlas. Like New. Only MOO. 622-3506.
CAR FOR SALE: 1976 Ford Elite,
good condition. Call 622-2820. Mon
dsy thru Friday. 8-4:30.
For that special friend on Valentine's Dsy - Johnson Diamond Exchange has over 350 gifts to choose
from starting at $19.95. AU rings on
sale until Valentine's Day. 717 Big
Hill Ave.. Richmond. 623-4535.
Getting Married? 100 invitations
only $21 90.10% off all wedding invitations. Your Total Copy Center.
University Copy Center inside UBS.
624-0220.
Student seeking other students interested in taking Organic
Chemistry and lab. (CHE361-365)
this summer or next fall <
even Ing hours. 527-3270 after"
Need Lady Companion for a professional foreigner in weekend travelling. Much to enjoy and aee
cities/country side. Write to P.O.
Box 3078. Frankfort. KY, 40603.
FOR SALE 1978 AMC Concord.
2-dr. sedan. 8 cyl.. 43.000 miles. AC.
AM/FM Stereo/built-in CB. Auto.
trans., power brakes, tilt wheel, rear
window desogger'deicer, rust proofed/Ziebart. EXCELLENT CONDI
TION. Phone 623-9437.
IMMIGRATION CONSULTANT:
Dannly L. Owens is available to
practice Immigration & Nationality
Law. Suite 601, Legal Arts Building.
200 South Seventh Street,
Louisville. Kentucky 40202. (502)
585-3084.
.
Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payment
for placing posters on campus.
Bonus baaed on results. Prizes
swarded as well. 800-5260883.
Bonuses ranging kfrom $500 to
$1000.
.OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year
round.
Europe.
S.America.,
Australia, Asia. All Fields.
$500-81200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-KY5
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
EASTERN KY SUNBATHERS!
SPRINGBREAK FLORIDA trip
to FT. LAUDERDALE OR KEY
WEST: 8 beach days, 7 nights lodging in fine hotels "on the strip", plus
nightly parties from $125. Call
800-368-2006 TOLL FREE! Ask for
Annette. Go with friends or
organize s small group and sunbathe for FREE!
1
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Under the state desegregation
plan. Eastern is required to have
numerical goals for the employment
of black faculty, both men and
women, according to Dr. Doug
Whitlock. executive assistant to
university President Dr. J.C.
PowelL
However, the university is not required to have numerical goals for

Sale.
Great collection men's shoes.

2 pairs $25
single pair $15

"sit" there indefinitely. By sending
the bill back to committee, the bill
can be revised and re-submitted, he
said.
In other business:
«•» The new senators for the spring
semester were sworn in by Student
Association President Carl Kramer.
^ A bill calling for "at least one student representive from each college"

to be appointed to each College Cur
riculum Committee, was submitted
Starks and is scheduled to be put on
the senate's agenda next week;
»* And Vice President Neil Dimond
announced that the delegation going to Washington tomorrow to lobby for higher education, will be
meeting with five congressmen and
four educational aides.

the employment of women,
Whitlock said.
Only those institutions subject to
the regulations of the Department
of Labor's Office for Federal Contract Compliance are required to set
goals for the hiring of women, according to Whitlock.
He said those institutions include
UK, U of L Western and Murray.

Students
to lobby
in D.C
•Continued from Page 1)
as financial aid) will be another issue
on which that the lobbyists will
focus.
Kremer said other issues will undoubtedly come up during the conference. But the gist of the trip will
be to voice student's opinion en student aid.
Herb Veecio. the director of student financial assistance, said he
feels the students have a tremendous impact when they lobby in
Washington
"When we talk to government officials, we really can't convice
them," Vescio said. "They think
that our discussions are self-serving.
"When students talk to congressmen, they really don't see that
as self-serving."
Dr. Tom Myers, vice president of
student affairs and adviser for the
Student Senate, also said he feels
that the trip to Washington will be
beneficial.
"They made a tremendous impact;
last year," Myers said. "The lobby
techniques they learn. I think are
beneficial-learning how to get the
job done."
The cost to the Student Senate for
the trip is approximately $800. according to Kremer.
Meyers said he feels the money is
going toward a good cause. "I think
that it is money well spent."

SHAKE
YOUR
BOOTY
It's a record sale! Get down fast
and get your favorite albums for
$2.98 and up.
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Shoppers Village
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In reference to your article on The Dark
Crystal, what other producer! dream hat
no agents to call. Mar salaries to pay. temperamental acton to placate, or any acton
at all?
Answer: cartoon*.
But like The Dark Crystal, cartoons can
still be delayed by other headaches, lust
look at poor Mtckeyi Christmas Carol A
9H-week strike botched the meeska
mooaka mousketeer screen return. For
other reasons Twici upon a Timu, the
George Lucas/Ladd Company-financed
cartoon, has been delayed until Falser.
Also, there's nothing fantastic about
Sang // being made 8 years after the first
one. The Black Bird was made some 40
years after Tkt Maltese Falcon And if 2010:
Odymey Two comes to the screen there will
be at least a 15-year sequel lag.
Movie Magasint has keen writing, but
sloppy analogies. But I'm confident your
credibility will improve as you become
more proles-onal
r^c^
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MONTY PYTHON'S
MEANING OF LIFE a
Btwsk Cfvztes R%tn
%j

Sean Perm m Bad Boy, Kirk
Douglas VJokn Scknmdrr m
Eddie M aeon's Run «¥ Phoebe
Com in Private School

I

When u a smsnttt mat realty a sapitlT (Tku puitier aaaT kttp m ouzdng for days.) Sting 11 u a
mutual kacauu tht characters harm the taau
names and refer directly to action that took plaa
•a tht firm Sting (as dots Psycho U.ftaturtd
m this taut). The Black Bird mm awn horn
op at, ranWr fits* a continuation of. The Maltese Falcon; a* wsi a spoof, win no real rstsfwua* * The Maltese Falcon other Hum tip
termite. At fee J010: Odyssey Two. sar're told
aW irt not stnetty a steutt, kocaust nont of tkt
characters tr situations nnaaat from the original. Out that it will - with any luck - capture
tht spore of tht Kuonck/Clorkt cloak
At for your nnfidtuit in aw koxomimg proftnionnl —he% we're tumtkotmnt.
Tjust finished Volume I. No. I, of Tkt
MMovit Magazine, which was included in
today's issue of the Paly past I loved it Its
extremely well written, professional and
entertaining. I wish you Marcess with the
publication.
The idea of including the publication in
student papers seems an inspired marketing technique. Obviously, staff memben
and facuky read the publication also.
Mat A ugarttn
California Stint Polytechnic Untvmky
CA
£rrata. In tht wet (which it asm mm fiat)
issue of The Movie Magazine, sw ntgioctod to not, that tht cover photo of Meryl
Strotp was taken h Douglas KsrUand/Syemsa
ASM, James H. Burns wrote the pmmnu of
Sting II and Videodrome
Mail your comments, complaints, kudos and ksokarnng W The Movie Magazine, 1630 North
Vmt. Smmt 900, HtMywiod. CA 90028.

At last! What we've all
been waiting for! Monty
Python's The Meaning of Life,
in which are answered many
meaningful questions, in which
we see lots of blood, men in
women's clothing, women with very
large mammaries, and all the usual
tasteful Pythonesque weirdness.
BY

IAIN JOHNSTONE:

Principal photographx on ihf new
Month) Python cotnccly-cpic. The
Meaning of life, U'H.III on Julx 12.
19M2 — ihe iu<> hundred and nine*
ty-second.annivcrsar) ol the B.mle
<>t the Boync—a coincidence ol no
significance whatever. I*he location
wasihe International Universal) ol
Europe. Bushey, Hertfordshire on
lilt' outskirts ol London and, lieini;
Kr.iclu.ilcv. II on I) look the si«
Pythom .1 U-\% days lo IHMI IIK*M
wax I heir.
I lit- previous Mont) Python
films. Monty Python «■»/ the Holy
(•rail and l.ifr of Hntin. hail clear
and idenlifi.ihlc themes; hnl what
is the plot <'l The Meaning <jf IJJet
A careful crom-questkiniitg ol all
MM I'M linns leaves the reportet no
(losei to ilu* answer.
John l.lrrs*. I his whole Meaning
ol Life thing is a cheap, lastminute attempt <<» \ahaj»e someihape out "l a rag-bag ol unconnected sketches, il you want the
truth.
Reporter, And il you were to lie?
Cltfse: II I were to lie I Mould
sa\ thai the whole business ol conflict is absolute!) central ii> the
crises Me hue. not onl) the nut leai
crisis, hut all the social crises thai
we race in the last quartet ol the
20ih century, and this, I think, is
in man) ways the essence ol the
him.
Trrty Jours Well Us all human
lite- really, H'S everything Irani
hinh lo the i>ia\e. Il ends aciuallx
IH-MMKI ihe grave, so h*S more ol a
philosophical work than a plot, h
is the answei to most people's
questions about hie. but rathet
oriented toward fish. It's rathei
aimed ai a fish son of audieiue I
don't know if \ou quite realize the
\asiness of ihe shoals of helling
aut\ haddock in the North Sea
alone. We though) il we COUld lap
thai audience we'd reallx l»e on to
a money-spinner. Thai's what this
is — a fish film aimed ai lish.
Brit Idle: It's a hsh-e\e view of
humauitv, tea 11 v. It stalls in the
lank ol a restaurant where fishes
Mail to he eaten h\ human tieings

like \oii and me. and ihe\ swim in
and out of ihe him, making comments, wiux aliei-dinnei remarks,
or, in theii case, be fore-din net
remarks.
Terry UUIinm: At last a him lot
ichthyophiles. Actual!) we're warning ichthyophobes auras from this
film. We leel ihat honest) m advertising is ver) important on
these projects,
tirnham (.hafnium We start just
pi mi to leilili/alion, I sup|tose.
and then mow on ihiou^h ihe
fertilization ol the ovum until Me
reach, more •» less, the ictus, and
then birth shortls folloMed h\
death. Well, there's an intervening
stage called life, hut then we're on
io the impoiiani hits again —
death, and the consequences ol n
h's all human hie.
Michael Putin: Ihe meaning
ol hie it sell is a ver) strong
philosophical concept. Wh) are we
hei*'"- Whai are we doing? Wh\
aie you wearing that ostrich COStume'- The hits ol ihe puzzle aie
going to come logethet and we'll
IK* able io give you wh.u I think is
■ he definitive answei to the mean*
ing ol hie. I don't ihink mans
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films have done thai liefoie —Hunailaau was ihe nearest l"ve seen.
Monl\ Pxihon is ptohahlx the
most over-educated group ol |K-Iloimeis in history, (•illiam Mem lo
()< i ideiitat College. l.os Angeles
I'alin and Jones went lo Oxford.
(Jeese. (Jiapmaii and Mir went io
(Cambridge. Ii was there al Cambridge s famous Kooilighis revue
i luh — which had alreads
launched David Frost and Petei
<;<Mik — that these three were diverted from staid professional

m*-fJ

u

•%7

#

i aieeis mio ihe realms ol humor.
All live men made theii living
by writing for radio and television
in Britain. David Frost, an International siai In ihe ai(e of '2'S and an
entrepreneur l»v ilu* .IK«* °' 25,
spotted iheii talents and gave
ihem pans or writing Jobs Hi ill**
innumerable shows he was making;
loi Hiiiish television.
John Cleesc Mas ihe liisi In
emerge as a household name — HI
the award-winning "Frost Re|mii
— anil liBl lelexision ollcied him

r . •; 4
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/.r/f, P«W», Ctofr
anrf Chapman (left lo
right, in uniforms)
inspect a very nastybit of special makeup
which is supposed to
make us feel sick and
queasy - as do many
of their sketches.

^K*

At far left, Terry
Jones in drag this
time, in one of his
favorite roles, a
frumpy British
housewife. Eric Idle
looks spookily like an
American television
religious figure.
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Below left, this is not
a scene from Oliver!
Learn "The Meaning" nationwide
March 2S.
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his OKU SflU'N With Ills Wilting
paitnci. (.i.ih.mi Chapman. ('let-st*
invited the othei loin who had

made reputations hn themselves
on li]ilc|x■lulrnt tclcvison's ' Hn
Not Adjust Yoai Set" to join them.
So in Max of 19ti° the six men
S4t down io digest .1 cheap currj m
(In- Light ol K.ishmii lestauiani in
Mampstead and devise a new pio
gram called initiallv "It's" and then
"It's Not" and then "A Morse, A
Spoon and A Basin.' and then
"Owl Stretching lime." and ihcn
"Owen Diblev's l-lving (anus" and
hnalK. and Immortally. "Monn
PvI lion's I king (anus."
Which bungs us, and them, io a
wci and windv mounlain lop neat
Siraihhlant- in Scotland where
ili«-\ are attempting to lecieale the
Balllc- of Koike's Drift, anothei
episode in I he Meaiunn of I.ifr. It's
a crucial inoineui in the Boet Wai
with too lew Hiitish soldleis facing
inn mam /uliis. riitoriunaieK.
todav the ie\eise is the tase. It is
the Zulu revolt ol August 12th.
I9H'J. Hie local black students and
their Iriencls h.ive do ideel that the

temperature — a lew perilous deHires above fiee/ing — is a little
too < lnlK to don lom-c loths. I'm
ilmei John (nildsioiie is nonplussed. "I don'i iiinlei si.iiul .ill this
unrest among the warriors. We
made it deal the) WOUld IK- in
Zulu costume."
II the militant Mark Glaswegians

had read the script the\ would
have learned that ihe satire was
directed not against the natives,
hut at the great divide between
officer! ami men in ihe British
arniv While the other ranks are
IM-HU; annihilated in the painted
hordes, the officers sip brands and
are onlv distressed when the> find
one ol then itumbei has been bitlen during the night, not bv a
mosquito. Inn wortC — a tiger has
< ai tied oil his leg.
Graham Chapman plays Dr.
Livingstone, the medical ollicer
who comes to deal him: "Been m
the wais have we"' Am head;u he.
bowels all right? Well now lei's
have a look at this leg ol sours . . .
theie's a lot ol it ahnul. it's prohal"K a virus, give ii plentv ol rest,
keep is ai ID. il vou'ie plaviug loolhall oi anything tiv and favor the
other leg."
In The Holy (.tail the team
played a IMMK ol medieval knights
and in Lift- ><t timw ihev donned
the sandals and cassocks ol ihe
Holv Land, hut in (lieu new him
thev aie able to leveri to a
panoplv ol modern characters
sitnil.ii to hut more excessive than
those which inhabited iheii television series. Ihe names alone give
a clue to the varielv: Mi. (aeosotc.
Mi and Mis Hendv (the bland.
all-accepting American toui isis).
Fiona. Dchlm-, ihe (irim Reaper,
hoopeis Stiiiridge, Mat kit I and

I il K
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Spadgei — not to menlion ihe allseeing chorus ol fish who observe
and comment on the follies ol

mankind.
Ihe lacl that the storv is too diffuse to relate and the theme loo
vast to encapsulate can onlv lie a
plus. Nothing stimulates like the
unexpected. But having addressed
then over-educated minds lo the
vexing problem ol "what is the
meaning ol lite." whal conclusions
have the I'M lions come to?
(iiUuim Nevei be late tor supper, clean voui plate and don't wet
your bed II vou gel past thai, evei wiling else is can
I'alm Basicallv make real lea
rathei ihau tea-l>ag tea. lo eschew
instant coffee whenever one can
get the teal thing and not lo live in
Surrey, which is not the easiest
thing in the world lo achieve. Hut
otbei people fed more sironglv
about it than I do. Ihev leel one
should not live in Surrev or
Middlesex even.
(hafnium We don't know. We
tiied eveivwhere. We asked
evervone, asked a lot ol people
qiiestions — academics, politicians,
fruiterers, evervone. bul no one
had a clue as to what the meaning
ol life was. I think we asked ihe
wrong question.
hllr: Its a irade secret. II I tell
vou. vou'll led someone else. What
do vou u.ini io know? What is the

ploi ol Hamlet?
MAGAZINE

Part of the fun of being a
Python is that you get to dress
up in women's clothes. Hard to
tell, hut it's our guess that
Chapman is wearing the garter
belt, while Jones waves funny
arms about, and the less said
about the third member of this
trio, the better.
Reporter: The plot ol Hamlet is
the angsi ol a voung man who is
wronged bv his mother
Idle The meaning ol lile is the
angsi of a voung man who is
wronged bv his mother.
Jones: Il is revealed at the end ol
the film, so I mean, obviously I
can't sav now. otherwise people
Wouldn't l>oihei to go and see the
film But it is revealed at the end
ol the film.
Cleese: Ihe meaning of life is
something dial I have, in tact, discovered. But frankly, if vou want
to know, il will cosi vou.
Reporter: How alxmt five shilling
Cleese: No, no. I'm talking big
money. I mean, what we're doing
in ibis film, as vou must realize,
toi the [>i He ol admission, is insiiucting people in all ihev acluallv need lo know in order lo
have a fulfilling and indeed deeplv
spiritual lite and if that isn't worth
the pine ol a cinema seat, well . .

THE UNITED W\Y
ISAGIFTWEGIVE
EACHOTHER
FOR BEING HUMAN.
Sometimes it's not easy being human. Medical
libraries are filled with diseases of the body and mind.
And, as if that weren't enough, we humans tend
to create many of our own problems.
Drugs. Child abuse. Family squabbles. The list
goes on and on. I • '. w
Things we don't
mean to do, but
end up doing
to each other and
ourselves.
It's all part
of being human,
and all part of
why there's a
United Way.
The United
Way is an organization devoted to A
making it easier i
to deal with the
problems of being _
human. An organization dedicated to making humanity
more humane.
And since each of us is responsible for keeping
the United Way successful, it's like a gift we give to each
other for being human.
A gift in the best of human traditions:
sharing. Thanks to you.
TK» A<fv«f Mmg Council

TTianks to you It works for all of us Unlbed Way

E.T. Phones Home

in Japanese, Portuguese, French, Italian, Spanish .
(maybe even Russian someday)

BY

PAUL ROSTA

When M plaved in I1.1K. ihe audience- cheer fullv sat 111 the- ram 10
Watch ii .K .in OIIKI.HU theater Ai the (..nines Him Festival, the
world*! him lovaltv gave il a ten-minute standing ovation. And
in Japan, the lut kv employees ol .1 giant corporation received tickets lor

11 as a veat-end

IMMIUS.

Millions ol people in ihe United 'States already know ibai onlv one him
in reccnl memorv could create this kind ol 1 espouse. Seven months after
becoming an instantaneous pan ol American folklore, E.T. The ExtrmTerrestruil opened in theaters aiound the world and rapidlv caused .is
much ol a sensation as ii did in the United Slates. Although the diminutive astronaut Has first sighted in the United Slates last June, most other
haiihlings had to wait months fol ihen dose emoimtei: moviegoers all
over the world weie well prepared lot the amval ol lire vision limn lai

away,
The hist showing of (he him outside the United Slates took place al
the Cannes Film Kesti\al in Ma\. alioiil the lime ol its \1neiK.1n premiere. Altei two press screenings, t. I plaved loi a selecl gathering ol
him notables .11 the Palace ol Fine Arts. I he hl.uk lie audience gave the
him a ten-minute standing ovation, and when Steven Spielheig made the
cliiec tor's obligator\ appeal ante altei the show, the ciowd didn't want to
let him leave the stage.

Throughout the summer before hs foreign release, audiences caught
tantali/mg glimpses ol r.T al uiajoi festivals in Mexico. France, llalv.
\01wav. Sweden and the I tilled Kingdom. At the Venice festival, the
second screening was held at an outturn arena. Ihe spectators were
drenched hv a siimmei sionn. hut theii spirits were hardlv dampened.
" I hev «.ii there under then uiuhiellas," m.uvels Koltelt Kehme. President ol I m versa Is rheairical Film Group, "loving evert minute ol it."
Somewhat moie c lenient Conditions ptevailed lor h / s royal piemiere .11
(he F.mpiie thealei in London, Not onlv did hlmgoeis tnaiiage to Slat
warm and drv. thev were also graced with the presence ol ihe Pi nice and
Pnncess ol Wales. A loval showing in Spain, wiih King Juan Carlos in
attendance. I>enehlled UNICEF, appiopiialeh enough
As if thev were worried 1h.1t / / wouldn't l>c able to s|K'ak h>i himself,
ihe diiecloi and seveial nieinlteis ol the acting conipauv made overseas
pilgrimages 10 spread ihe woid ol his approach. So amhassadoi lot the
inieiplanelaiv wandeiei was u-ceived wiih giealei enthusiasm than the
youngest — Diew Hanvmoie. who plays one ol E.T.'% voiithlul allies.
l>is|Mtched to Japan last summer, the heiress to the nival lamilv ol the
American theatCi pioinptlv liecame a lavonle ol the Japanese press.
especiallt the photogiaphets. Altei one ol them had the inspiiation to
outfit the voting ac liess in a kimono. Miss Kan I'moreS doll-like leatmcs
COUM IK* seen all ovet Japanese newspapers and magazines.
Nor were journalists in oihei lands slow to lake a shine to ft". I "You
could hll this room with dippings alxiut t. I that appeared ■■> ihe piess
world-wide." says Kehme. indicating the boundaries ol bis sp.uious
office, ll ptoh.ihlv would have taken someone as ingenious as FII1011 to
hide his liiend's anival bom the uewshounds. Manv European pubiicalions oDuldn't wait for / / *s international release 10 si an showing bun olf
in iheir pages. Instead of holding oil until official press kiis arrived,
impatient journalists simplv pirated pictures from the do/ens of American newspapers and magazines that published articles and phoiographs
about ihe hlin. When huge color spreads about the movie started appearing Universal decided to compensate, saps Kehme. "We went back
and shot original photogiaphv with Steven Spielln-ig and/-. / , and gave
tliein original material."
Ihe enthusiasm ol some other t. I l.uis U-lt something to IK' desired.
I vin
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Before £ I. was released abroad, some less-ihan-leiptimatc businessmen
got theii hands on prints of ihe him. and started chinning out hl.ukm.ukel video cassettes. Ihe film's distributors put 140 private investigators mi the nail in Great Britain, the site ol the greatest concentration ol the video larceny, As a result ol the sleuths' eltorts, savs Kehme.
the problem is now uudei control.
Although there weie manv tempting sneak previews, legal or
otherwise, ol the outeispate visitor, audiences had to wail until last
N'ovembci 01 Decembei before ihe bashful spaceman made his fust
lull-Hedged appeaiances In all innocence. F. I. seems to have sparked a
tend of inleisiellai propollions among (ouniiies vying fol his alfeclioiis.
In Fiance, savs Kehme. £ / is aheadv ihe most popular American film
ever to open, and he conlidemlv piechcls that it will soon l>e the most
(Mipulai film, peiiod. Nine hundred thousand French mov le-goeis can't
he wrong, and that's about how manv tunes the turnstiles spun in the
fust five days ol C./Ts release. Mote than a third ol those connoisseurs
were in Pans alone
Not 10 IK* outdone In its |K-iennial 1 ivals at TOSS the F.nglish Channel, the F.mpiie stiuck back. Dining the hist three davs of E.T.'*
release, moviegoers in the Tinted Kingdom launched an unprecedented attack on attendance records resulting m new marks .n nine
1 healers m six diflcreni cities during ihe hi si three davs ol its release.
I he (•eriuaus weie almost, but not quite, as supportive, breaking eight
attendance records In us first three davs. Everywhere sou go — spam.
Finland. Sweden. South Africa, Belgium — the tales of t..l.\ bioken
records start to sound like, well, a luoken record. Iionuallv. the old
champion loi ihe hisi-thiee-ilavs' showing was/mo. stalling, ol course.
one olf./ dirctioi Spielberg's ttmthiet acquaintances,
But the world c hampiou t I hoosieismav yet turn out IO be — icadv
loi this? — the Japanese. Fiist it was automobiles, ihen il was naiisisioi
radios, and now the Japanese show even sign ol borrowing the hue art
ol E.T. mama liom ihe (tilled States and i.usuig it to a new heighl. I.ike
tickets t«i plays 01 conceits in the United states, tickets 10 motion pictures
in Japan mav IK- purchased well in advance, and ihe Japanese look onlv
a week lo 01 del 1300,000 of I hem In nine big-citv thealei s. which don't
seal more than a thousand 01 twelve bundled |H-ople. the him did so
well that "ihev must have been sinuig on one another's laps, savs Kehme. Filtv thousand luckv Japanese saw ihe him couilesv ol the Mitsubishi company. I'he executives ol the huge corporation decided that ••
Free ticket 10 E.T. was a suitable bonus lot a tear's hard work.
So thai audiences aiound the world call capture the lull flavor ol ihe
film. /-../. has now been dubbed into such major languages as Fienc h.
(•eim.in. Italian ami Spanish I hose who arc beside themselves with
tunosiiv about how F. I phones home in Japanese will IK* disappointed.
■ hough, since pi mis distiibiiied in J.ip.m .tie supplied with subtitles, as
are pi mis in Sweden and Finland. Japanese subtitles tan also IK- found
in Sao Paolo. Bta/il. ol all places, which has a si/eable Japanese population. Because the lingua Italic a of B1.1/1I is Portuguese, several pi nits in
s.io Paolo hear traces ol three tongues. I he charat ters' mouths move m
Fuglish. the voices have lieen duhl>cd into Portuguese, and ihe film appears wiih Japanese subtitles
Astute unset vets ol international affairs will have aheadv noticed that
onlv people in free-world countries have so i.n been able to make the
acquaintance ol t. I But Kehme promises that E.T. will part the Iron
Curtain sotnetlat soon. No matter when- E.T. goes next, though, he's
sure to IK* welcomed wiih o|icn arms,
M
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BadBoys
BY BILL BRAUNSTEIN

There are hardened
criminals housed in
Si Charles, a correctional institute located in Chicago, not
unlike others scattered across the
country. Some are in for manslaughter, but they also serve time
for crimes like burglary, auto
theft, drug peddling, armed robbery and rape. While St. Charles
may sound like a typical prison, it's
not. It's a reformatory. The 400
young people who make up its
population are all teenagers.
It is against this real-life
backdrop that Bad Boyi, a sobering
no-nonsense tale of teenage violence in the Eighties, takes place.
"St Charles had the traditional
correctional look, the look of reality, I wanted for this film," says
Bad Boy's producer Bob Solo. And
11 is this realistic look that will set
the movie's tone when it debuts
March 25.
The filmmakers spent six days
at St. Charles while filming in
Chicago last summer and actually
employed about 40 residents of
the institution as extras. Striving
for an authentic, gritty look, director Rick Rosenthal chose to
heighten the film's realism and
impact by casting actors with relatively unfamiliar faces — the exception being Sean Penn (Taps,
Fast Timei at Ridgemont High).
Penn plays Mick O'Brien, a 16year-old Chicago street kid who
masterminds, along with his best
friend, a plan to steal the drugs a
Puerto Rican gang, headed by
Paco Moreno (Esai Morales), is trying to sell to a black gang. When
the plan backfires, O'Brien and his
friend are caught in a crossfire between the two gangs.
O'Brien is placed in the Rainford Juvenile Correctional Facility
where he comes in contact with a
sordid assortment of teenage criminals. Eventually he befriends a
15-year-old
arsonist
named
Horowitz (Eric Gurry).
O'Brien slowly and painfully attempts to put his life in order with
the help of two correctional officers. Ramon Herrera (Reni Santoni) and Gene Daniels (Jim
Moody). All goes well until
Moreno is finally caught and

Possessed of a broad come streak in his private life, young actor Sean Penn (Tim Huston's best buddy in Tap*
and the lovable goof SpicoUi in Faat Times at Ridgemont High), turned deadly earnest for hit slot in Bad Boys,
holding character even after the day's shooting was wrapped. Above, RasnfordJuvenile Correction facility, the
reform school setting of Bad Boys, has Us work cmt out. A burly cafeteria worker seems to have weathered too
many remarks about his turkey noodle surprise.

thrown into the same facility as
O'Brien. It is there that the* two,
driven by mutual hatred, confront
each other in what becomes a final
showdown.
The inspiration for Bad Boys
came from a simple one-line idea
from producer Bob Solo. Meeting
with screenwriter Richard DiLello
to discuss the project. Solo told
him, "I'm looking for a Jimmy
Cagney story set in a modern-
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day reform school." From there,
DiLello was on his own. Two
weeks laer he returned with a
10-page outline of the film and
wa> then given the final go-ahead
in wi HC the actual script.
After about a year of writing.
DiLello completed a first draft,
which portrayed the hardnosed
lifestyle of teen delinquents. He is
almost apologetic about the fact
that during the actual writing, he
did very little research. "I basically
made the whole thing up," he says.
Later, after visiting a maximum
security reform school and a
youth offender processing center,
and speaking with a judge and a
parole officer, he was surprised to
learn that his script was remarkably true to life. "My imagination
turned out to be far more accurate
than I ever anticipated," he says,
laughing.
DiLello's only other published
written work (he was a professional photographer early in his
career) was a book he wrote in
1971 called The Longest Cocktail
Party, based on his experiences in
London as the Beatles' press assistant. Considering that his association with the Beatles took place
during the "peace and love" Sixties, it's ironic that his film deals
with teen violence.
"I feel that this movie is a plea
for sanity." DiLello says. "It deals
with a very violent world and in a
very realistic way with young kids
who because of illiteracy and lack
of parental guidance throw their
lives away. What we are trying to
say is' that these people have a
choice in life, but it is up to them
to do something about it."

MAGAZINE

Of all of Bad Boy's actors, Reni
Santoni (Dirty Harry, Dead Men
Don't Wear Ptatd) is the only one to
stand out as a seasoned actor with
many film appearances to his
credit. The others are all newer.
There are no less than three
screen debuts among the other
leads, with other cast member's
careers also in the beginning stage,
including the film's star, Sean
Penn.
There were newcomers behind
the cameras as well as in front of
them, and Rosenthal himself is a
prime example. Bad Boys is only
the second major film that Rosenthal has directed, the first
being the commercially successful
Halloween II. And the screenplay
for Bad Boys is the first one to be
sold by DiLello.
For Rosenthal. Bad Boys presented the opportunity to work on
a project that he could call his
own, unlike Halloween II, which he
feels placed him under artistic and
creative constraints, since he was
working with characters that had
been established by another director. Rosenthal, whose other
credits include directing the TV
pilot for last season's short-lived
suspense anthology Darkroom and
the TV-movie Fire on the Mountain,
believes thai Bad Boys will make
audiences sit up and take notice
because of its realistic, unglorified
depiction of street fighting.
"I think that although Bad Boys
is a violent film, because it depicts
a violent world, its theme is ultimately anti-violent. But I think
that kids who go to see it will ultimately respect it because it doesn't
pull its punches."
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Capture the heat of the moment... in dazzling, sizzling hot color.
No matter how fast Its happening. With Kodak film.
For sharp, beautiful shots that scream color.

Shade* can't dim Kirk Douglas'
fanatic gleam. A lawman looking
to square the problems of his past
by m successful manhunt, Douglas fuels Eddie Micon's Run
with a complex, nearly maniacal
characterisation.

Eddie
Macon's
Run
BY

STEVEN

BARNES

Alone man. unjustly mi
prisoned, running for
his life and his dreams
across a desolated desert
landscape . . .
A tough cop. blackballed into a
dead-end position on the lexas
Department of Corrections, who
sees a chance to recoup his dignity
and salvage his career . . .
A small Texas town, scarcely

changed since its origins 200 years
ago, descended upon by a Hollywood film crew determined to
transform it into an enormous
sound stage . . . Filmmaking is a
speculative, volatile business, with
careers and millions of dollars riding on the quasi-mystical balance
of dozens of factors.
With Eddie MaconS Run, a pot of
gold has been wagered on the
abilities of screenwriter/director
JefT Kanew to work the elusive
miracle.
Dramatic elements in dynamic
balance are the keys to film success. Run's human components are
the interacting talents of screen
veteran Kirk Douglas and Dukes of
Hatzard star John Schneider.
Schneider portrays Eddie Macon, who escapes from the
Huntsville Prison in Texas in a desperate bid to rejoin his beloved
wife and child. Kirk Douglas plays
(..ill Marzack, former New Jersey
police officer whose uncanny
knowledge of criminal psychology
makes him the natural choice for a
manhunt.
Working with a star of Douglas'
magnitude and experience has to
be an exacting experience. According to director Kanew "Kirk is
amazing. His character, Marzack.
is intimidating, with a mad gleam
in his eye, but he is much more
than just a 'heavy.' There is an
element of humor in Marzack's
character that Kirk emphasized.
Whenever he comes on the scene,
you never quite know whether he
THE
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is going to smack somebody or
sing a song." Kanew said. "He is
right on the nose in terms of technical things and adjusts easily in
terms of performance."
But Kanew feels Douglas' costar was no slouch either. "John
has learned a lot from the fast
pace of filming a weekly TV show.
The intensity of that experience
has given him a similar level of
craftsmanship. They are both in
terrific physical shape and were
able to handle their demanding
roles."
They may have survived their
roles, but what of the town of
1 -IKMIH. Texas? In a motion picture, the location is as important a
component as any human actor.
Laredo's surrounding deserts were
utilized for Schneider's grueling
running sequences. Us outlying
ranches and homes used for external and internal sets.
"Laredo had everything that was
right for the movie," says producer Lou Stroller, "including extremely cooperative and friendly
people. Jeff and I decided that we
could do everything there. Logistically, being in one location was
important for a film like this. It
saved a great deal of time and
money."
Every action-adventure movie
needs a car chase, and Eddie
Macon's Run utilized the streets
of downtown Laredo for theirs.
Hundreds of people choked the
heart of Laredo's major metropolitan district to watch stuntmen performing their trade: running stop
signs and red lights, missing collisions by a hair's breadth and, in
general, doing all of the things
that any good, law-abiding Laredan would never dream of.
The film company received
permission to film on both sides of
MAGAZINE

The fruit of the prickly pear cactus,
caMed nopales south of the border, sustains prison escapee John
Schneider in a harsh land. As Eddie
Moron in Eddie Macon's Run. the
cactus is almost his onty friend.
the Laredo/Mexico border as well,
which provides a gritty authenticity unavailable in studio backlots.
Kanew, having directed only one
feature film (l97R's Natural
Enemies, starring Hal Holbrook
and Louise Fletcher), here has
graduated from editing and directing film trailers for such films as
The Graduate. Shampoo, All the Presient's Men, One Flew ox-er the Cuckoo's
Nest and Annv Hall.
The elements of his screenplay
are classic — a manhunt wherein
an implacable tracker bears down
on an innocent man — and can be
traced at least as far back as Victor
Hugo's / /- Miserabtes. The setting,
too, is classic — small-town Western
America. A success here could elevate writer/director Kanew into
that privileged group of filmmakers which bankers and studios will
automatically trust.
The film opens March 25.

Inflation is threatening the evolution
of higher education, -a ru a™™
Naturalist

Inflation is making everyone struggle harder for survival these days. So why ..
should we k- particularly concerned over what it's doing to higher education'
Does it really matter to the rest of us if colleges can't huv all the books they
need' It laboratories don't have all the latest equipment' If courses on subjects
weve never even heard of have to be dropped'If. in fact, a number of colleges
actually have to go out of business'
Yes, it does matter what happens to
higher education. Because higher
education is essential to our survival.
Our colleges and universities
supply most of the basic research
upon which technological progress
is built.They also educate the
young men and women who will
guide the course and developi
ment of this technology and give
it humane ends and purposes.
Right now we need these
voung peoples ideas more than
«,
ever before. So that we can deal
more effectively with the problems
••**•*
of inflation, energy and lagging
productivity. So that we can move
a little closer to the establishment
ot peace and the protection of our
environment
So please give generously
to the college of your choice.
The money you give could
decide a lot more than the future
of education.
It could help decide the future
ot life as we know it.

A public ICTVICT ''I 'His masazinc
,inJj The Ad\ermingG>unui *
Gmncil fcw financial Aid »» Educatk<n lm ji*5^
rW hlth Avenue Se* York N Y KVW Jllfc

(DoctorDetroit Will See YouNow...
& vice versa
BY GENE SISKEL
Chicago Tribune movie critit
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AN AYKROYD ASMS

blue and sings alone?" he asks. "Dan Aykroyd."
That Aykroyd can tell such a joke indicates he has been
able to deal with the death of his best friend and show
business partner, John Belusbi.
"More than missing the work we might have done together, I miss
him — a friend whom I could call am time of the dav or night. He was
always happy to see me, and I was always happy to see him. There was
very little friction between us. I can't think of any argument
that ever lasted more than 24 hours.
"It was one of the great friendships of the decade, if
not the century." Aykrovd savs with a big grin, "and it
will go down as such. I think,
"John and I knew thai il wouldn't last forever. We
used to say. 'The fast die voung: leave a goodlooking corpse.' In the hack of his head he knew
that one day he might hear that I had been killed on
m\ bike, and I knew thai one dav I might hear that
he had gone out through bis own physical clumsiness
or the way he actually went.
"I.ook. we both worked hard and played hard. After
the funeral in\ lather lold me something. He said he
had bfiCD prepared for years to get a call saying, "Your
son is in a box.'
"I think |obn and I are typical of our generation,"
he savs, by way of bringing the subject to
dote. "We live life to the fullest (now). We
don't wait cautiously and plan our lives.
Mavhe if we were Sons of Harvard
we'd lie more cautious, but that's
not who we are. I ride a motorcycle, and if it weren't against the
law I'd ride without im helmet."
Win did Kelushi die and Aykrovd survive'' Avkrovd himself
may not have the answer, but to
those who knew lioth men, the answer is obvious. Avkrovd is more
of a ihmker and a writer than a
Iree spirit. His humor is more
restrained and cerebral than
|»hwn .il He It.is ,i 111.K bine-like
mind that spits out facts, not
food in a food hghl.
"I've had some wild times." he
says "but I'm preitv cautious,
even though I take risks. I've
been instructed by my doctor to
stop drinking. He told tfte to cool'
it. because of some blood indicators. And I have cut down, but
it's awfulh hard noi to throw hack
a beer or two."
Aykrovd's him and TV career has
not slowed down a bit. He can lie seen
on an occasional TV special hosted by
the likes of Steve Martin or any other
comk of the Saturday Sight Live mold.
And Aykroyd. 33, is receiving top billing
in his next movie. Doctor Detroit, a comedy due for nationwide release May 6. in
which Aykroyd plavs a Jekyll-and-Hyde
role, a college English professor who
masquerades as a jive-talking pimp in
an effort to protect a string of prostitutes from getting beaten up.
Aykrovd's character is named.Cliff
Sk rid low. and Cliff's specialty in English

literature is the subject of chivalry. One da> while jogging down the
street. Cliff bumps into a pimp named Smooth (Howard Hesseman).
who has wiggled his way out of an unpleasant confrontation with local
mobsters by blaming his problems on a nonexistent "big. bad dude'"
named Doctor D-i
\tin ( 111r spends some time in a hot tub with four of Smooth*!
finest women, he agrees to become the fictitious Doctor Detroit in an
effort to save the damsels in distress. Chivalr* and all thai.
Exterior filming on Doctor Detroit took place last summer in Chicago.
In Chicago Avkrovd is regarded as an honorary citi/en liecausc ill Ins 11 icmlship with home-town hov Belushi and
because Chicago was the Uication of Aykrovd's greatest
film success. The Hlur\ brothers, which became a significant moneymaker despite an outrageous production
cost and main negative reviews.
Aykroyd has had leading roles in the movies before
Doctor Detroit — The Htues Brothers and Seighbors — but
Doctor Detroit represents the first lime he is being asked to
carry a movie without the chemistry and good will gti.u.in
teed by Belushi. Hollywood executives will be looking to
the success of Doctor Detroit to see if Avkrovd can lie liked
b\ an audience — which can lie trueial for a movie star —
as much as he is admired foi his abilities as a mimic.
Avkrovd knows the issue well, the difference between
being liked and lieing admired. It's the difference between plaving the lead character or
his IKICIII.II] buddy. It's a difference thai
i an lie worth $500,000 a picture.
"I'nlike John I don't plav characters that the audience (loves). I'm
flatieied enough thai the) }ll$1
want to see me. I don't mind being the Frankenstein of comedy, if
that's what I am. I have friends
who have love in their hearts
lor me, so that I don't need to
get that kind of response in
terms of screen roles. I'm a mercenary — a hired, contracted
agent — and I just do my job.
sit. and that's it."
Aykroyd gives his "ves. sir"
response in a rapid-fire s|>eec h
pattern thai sounds a lot like a
ctoss between his TV pitchman on Saturday Sight Live —
"Isn't that ama/ingV — and his
mimicry on (he same show of
the officious-when-challenged
lorn Snvder.
Regardless of the success of Doctor Detroit, Aykrovd's movie career is not going
to blow away This winter he was busy
working in New York Citv with the reclhol Eddie Murph\ on Trading Places
former!) titled Black and White), a corned) due for summer release, directed by
John Landis (The Hluc\ Brothertf.
Oihei film and television projects written bv Avkrovd are in the works, too. He
savs he likes TV — and this may come as
a surprise — for financial reasons.
His only previous starring roles
(The Blues Brother, Neighbors,
and 1941) also starred the late John
Belushi. WUI audiences embrace
Aykroyd alone as heartily as they
did the Aykroyd-Belushi duot
liAVlli ALEXANDRA

That'i Aykroyd in the middle, taking
instruction instead of giving it.
After splashing around with these
four beauties, the good doctor decides to don shining armor and
shield them from a beastly gangster. AB in the name of chivalry,
of course.

"It's a

IM'IIIM

living tot mi'. It's

much betid from a salary point ol
view. In films, .ill of the glosses go
to ihe producers. In I V (with
syndication rights and reruns), the
ulrni has .1 chance ai fair compensation. So the kev loi me now is lo
create new TV and to extend m\
lovallies so lh.il il I Want In DOCK >■
in someday; I can."
Would l).in Aykroyd realh pack
ii m someday? lie's .1 < 1 ■ 1 rM uli man
10 get 10 know, lie's been called
hoth "the Funny Man ol .1 l*housand Faces" and "the Man in
lhe Shadows." Born in Ottawa.
Canada and raised in Hull.
Quebec. Daniel Edward Aykroyd
has lived a Ide in good-natured
rebellion against his laihei. a
straight-laced Canadian government transportation official.
Both I).HI and his voungci
brother Peter. :to. 100k the comedo
route in rebellion, with Petei also
working in ihe Second City corned) revue iroup m Ibronto where
Damn got his big break
"The gin who put m\ lile on a
difleieni path.' Aykroyd once i<>ld
Hull in ^ Stinic magazine, "was m\
friend Dave Benoh. I love him
dearly, He's a low-class merchani
seaman — h\ his own admission
Mild-mannered university professor
Cliff Skridlow, a timid schlub of a
romantic (left), encounters the oily
pimp Smooth (Howard Hesseman,
center), and ends up in that hot tub
with four of Smooth s "employees."
Very soon Doctor Detroit/Mr. Hyde
emerges from Dr. Skridlow/Dr.
Jekyll — although in several disguises, one of them a Southern
diplomat (right).

He milled me on lo nuisk. lei me
smoke m\ In si joim. introduced
nil- to a woman I had a little thing
with when I was M. ami awakened
me to the hip scene around 'ti" in
Ottawa, this whole underworld I
nevei knew existed. I decided I
was dropping out and I've nevei
looked bat k."
Aykroyd turned his back on the
seminary education in- lather
Wanted as well as an assortment of
straight jobs. His involvement at
Second Ch} led to linking up with
John Kelushi at the original Chi<ago Second (aiv (aha let theatei
talma maiei ol Moil Said. Mike
\uhols and Elaine May). Both, ol
course, were selected as two ol the
original Not Keadv loi Prime

lime Players on Saturday .V/^A/
Live, where Avkrovd develo|>ecl his
Wicked impersonations of loin
Simlei. Jiminv Cartel and Richard
Nixon. He also created with writer
loin Davis the much loved (anieheads, and with Sieve Martin he
develo|>ecl those wild Atu\ cia/v
Czech Brothers.
Catching Avkiovd in a pensive
mood is 1101 easv. I hai lapid-hie

pace appears to IK- most constant,
.it least while he is at work on a
movie. But he does reveal a side ol
himself in response lo that old
chestnut of an uitervlewers Ques-

tion, "What do von know loi sure
about lile:'*
"What clo I know toi surer." he
savs. haltingly. "Well, you come on
this planet, you're born alone and
von die alone. Its a solo jouinev
Sine, vou can give love and lake
love, hut basicauy life is a solo nip
You can IK- a receiving dish loi all
sons ol data, hut ultimately the
place to find all VOIII answefl II
u uli 111 yourself. You have to provide VOIII own solace. I know thai
Us in it verv original, hut I do believe it. I reallv clo."

Private School
BY

ERIC E S I R I N_

ol the lop-grossing him* of 198! featured a lucky young
nun discovering his
emerging sexuality
wilh the help of a sensuous older
woman, played by Sylvia Kristel. It
was called Private Lessons, and it
earned a measure of critical respect (not to mention more than
$50 million) for handling its potentially exploit ive subject matter
wilh an appropriately lighthearted touch.
In selected cities, on April '.':'..
that film's producer, K. Ben
Efraim, will release PniHite School.
a movie geared toward the same
core audience of young film-goers
and involving many of the elements ot its predecessor. Though
it's technically not a sequel. School
was penned by the same screenwriter (Dan Crcenburg, this time
with an assist from his wife, Suzanne O'Malley) and features a
guest pcifoimaiite bv Kristel as
Mis* Regma Copulelta. a sex education teacher ai Ihe exclusive
Cherry vale Acadeni) lor Women.
Starling Phoebe Cates (fast
Times at Rut^riHimt High, f'umillxe)
and relative newcomer Matthew
ModiiH* as the \oung couple trying
to successfully consummate their
first low in the midsi of peer pressures, petty jealousies and other
standaid adolescent concerns.
School promises to deliver the same
type of innocent, teasing sexuality
ill.n made lss.\on\ such a hit with
tin student-aged audience.
Producer Efraim cheerily admits
this is a tin in ill i film and gladly
points to the massive amounts of
reseaich he conducted to develop
the formula. "Our elaborate testing showed that ihe most important element in appealing to the
young audience is what the
OIK

if.

movie's about — the overall concept. Then, we wanted to do
something different (from the
previous film] but with the same
approach. We found that young
females were not into the young
boy/older woman relationship of
Pmvte Isssons, and I wanted to
find a way to get them excited,
too. So we set the movie in a private school for girls."
I .< M he be accused of sacrificing
the heart and soul of his movie to
satisfy the numbers, Efraim has assembled a top quality cast and
crew to assure that his view — or
the view of the test sample — becomes reality. In addition to Cates
and Modine, the film stars Ray
Walston (Ftut Times) as the lecherous chauffeur Chauncey; Richard
Stahl (9 To 5, Under the Rainbow) as
a funny drunk; and a batch of attractive young newcomers discovered, in many cases, through an
exhaustive nationwide talenl
search.
In the role ol Jim Creen, for instance, who plays opposite the
crates character Chris Ramsay, the
producers wanted a young man
who could project shy vulnerability as well as masculinity and
strength. They found him in Modine, who recently made his film
debut in John Sayles* Baby, It's You.
In deciding on Modine, Efraim
took the word of dozens of girls
who viewed videotaped screeiitests
and wrote down their comments
for tabulation. The same procedure was followed, using a male
test audience, to fill the role of
Jordan larigh-Jensen, Chris' Chcrryvale rival whose pursuit of Jim
puts him in a confusing, it somewhat enviable, bind. Betsy Russell,
a stunninglv sexy San Diego native
with television experience (T.J.
Hooker, The Powers of Matthew Star)
got the call.
The film also features Michael
Zorek as horny Bubba BeauTHE

MOVIE

regard, and Jonathan Prince (of
Left, a bawdy comedy requires the
TV's Mr. Merlin) as unofficial
right sort of bodies. Phoebe Cates
storekeeper in the extra-curricular
I m the Cherries Jubilee leotards)
sexual highjitiks. When Bubba
and friends (from left lo right)
dresses as a girl to get a first-hand
Kathy Wilhoite, Betsy RusseU and
look at the crowded girls' kicker
Kari Liter enliven Private School
room, one of the bodies promi- even in the quietest moments.
nently on display belongs lo Lynda
Weismeier, Playboy's July 198*2. Producer R. Ben Efraim (in the
Playmate of the Month.
circle), architect of the financially
A different son of visual stimu- successful Private Lessons, has
lation occurs in one of ihe film's
brought his star from that film
>
more outrageous comic sequences, (Sylvia Kristel of Emmanuelle
when a classic, vintage limousine fame) to the mythical Cherry vale
careens recklessly through a
Academy for Women to assist her
school "Parents' Day" gathering
charges (she's a sex ed teacher)
and bounds 50 leet through the
with a rather ribald upbringing.
air, winding up in the swimming
pool. Ihe maneuver was rigged
Above, Michael Modine passed a
and performed by slum coor- tough test for Private School — his
dinator John Meier.
screentest was evaluated by dozens
Veteran director Noel Hl.uk (A
of teenage girls. In the story, his
Man, A Woman and A Bank)
test is to choose between a pair of
oversees the action, which was
lovely rivals.
photographed by Oscar-winning
cinemaiographer Waller lassally
fZorba the Creek, Tom Jones).
exciting, progressive score lo acProducing along wilh Efraim is
company ihe film. Included ar*
Don Knrighi. son of the successful
several hit songs by as-yet-unfilm and television impresario Dan
ii.iiiu-d major groups, as well as
Enright, who is Efraim's partner in
oiiginal material. Even Phoebe
Unity Pictures Corporation. El- i .lies gets inio the act wilh two
raim and the elder Emight
numbers of her own.
formed Unity alter the success of
And because his testing indiPrivate Iswons, which they worked cates that viewers want lo see
on for Barry Jfc Enright Films. plenty ol flesh, Efraim says he has
After anticipated high marks al
loaded Private School with "possibly
the box olhcc toi Sihool. tliev plan
more nuditv than any picture ever
lo graduate to othci "Private . . ." made in America — far more than
films, beginning with something
Porky's or Animal House, bill nol as
called PriiHite Education, which will
raunchv. There's a fine line belake place ai a resort.
tween offending your audience
"Young audiences arc in a sense and making them comfortable
very predictable,'' says Efraim. ex- with what they see on the screen,"
plaining why he's confident that
he says. "That innocent kind of
School, which cost only $3 million
sexuality is our trademark."
lo make, will gain box office
Efraim easily uses the logic of
honors this summer. "Once you
lite marketplace to dismiss quesget ihe reading (of test dalal. it's
tions about whether the abungoing to be valid. In other words, dance of young nudity might push
when you're dealing with fiequcnt
his film across the line into exploifilm-goers, if you listen to what
tation. "I don't think it could be
they tell you, you're gonna be suc- considered exploitation in any
cessful."
way," he says. "I have nothing but
Because rock music plays such
respect for the audience, and I'm
an important part in young
expressing it by finding out what
people's lives. Efraim promises an
thev want to see."
MAGAZINE
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